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Thesis proposal is students’ written plan for conducting their research study 
as one of the requirements for completing their study which is written in English. 
However, the process of writing a proposal is difficult for beginner graduate 
writers who have little experience in academic writing, especially those having to 
write in their second language (L2). The aims of this research were: (1) To find 
out the stages in writing thesis proposal experienced by English Education 
students (2) To find out the problems in writing thesis proposal faced by English 
Education students, and (3) To find out the possible factor affecting the problem 
in writing thesis proposal faced by English Education students. 
The researcher uses descriptive method with qualitative approach. The 
participants of the research were the English Education Students of IAIN 
Surakarta in Academic Year of 2013/2014 who were on process of writing the 
thesis proposal. There are 43 students. The researcher collected data from 
observation, interview and questionnaire. After that, the researcher checked the 
trustworthiness of data questionnaire by comparing to the data from interview. 
She used theory by Khuriyah (2016) and Brown (2007) to analyze the data. 
The result finding showed that: first, the students’ stages of writing thesis 
proposals are; first proposes the titles, second appointing advisor, third writing the 
front division, fourth writing introduction, fifth writing theoretical review, sixth 
writing research methodology, and the last writing bibliography. Second, the four 
major problems faced by the students in writing thesis proposal are; first 
background of the study, second review on the theory, third bibliography and the 
last is trustworthiness. Third, the four major factors that affect the students’ 
problems in writing thesis proposal are; motivation (Psychological Factor), 
addition, omission, substitution and ordering (linguistic factor), communicative 
competence (sociocultural factor) and risk taking (psychological factor). Then it is 
suggested for the students to find the way of writing a thesis proposal in English 
correctly and improve the academic writing; and for the lecturer or advisor 
regardless to the teaching of academic writing at university level to help students 
understand better and solve the problem in writing a thesis proposal.  
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CHAPTER I 
INTRODUCTION 
 
A. Background of the Study 
Most Indonesian higher education requires thesis writing as a partial 
fulfillment of degree achievement. Thesis is usually called as research report 
since it is produced through a research. According to Sangadji (2010: 2), 
research is an investigation which is done carefully and continuously to solve 
a problem and to find something new. To write a thesis, the students need to 
write a thesis proposal as the research plan previously. By having a research 
plan, the students will have clear description regarding their research to be. 
Planning research is the beginning of activities in research that include 
an introduction to the issues and the background, purpose and benefits of the 
research, the premise to solve the problem, and determine methods of 
research. The next step is the implementation of research activities includes 
data collection, data processing and data presentation concludes with activities 
beginning. Activities end of the reporting of the research, the writing is on the 
implementation of research activities and results, which include presentation 
of data, analysis and conclusions of research results. In a research proposal, 
the final part of making the report does not constitute the scope of the research 
proposal.  
Before doing writing a thesis, students are required to start with 
writing a research proposal. Nasution (2009: 11) said that the proposal aims to 
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study the efficiency of the time, money and effort, if a comprehensive thesis 
proposal should be rejected entirely. Before researchers conduct research 
activities required to begin the most important thing is to make the study 
design. It is intended as a reference or guide researcher to study. The design or 
research design is the foundation for planning or designing research studies. 
Fachruddin (2009: 1) outlines the research design is a framework or detailed 
work procedures to be performed at the time of research, so it is expected to 
provide an overview and direction to be taken in carrying out the study, as 
well as give an idea if the study had been finished or completed research is 
implemented. So as to produce good researches then have to design a good 
research design. It will facilitate researchers to design basic or core of research 
and illustrates the expected results.  
Thesis writing is of great importance for graduate students. Through 
the process, the students come to know how to do research and report the 
findings. Research proposal writing is the first step for graduate students to 
take. As Behling (1984: 2) indicated, “the proposal is a study plan that is to be 
followed in the course of the research effort” and “it gives continuity to the 
various steps and stages of the work to be done.” Besides, proposal writing, as 
a preparation of research, helps students gain an important focus of their 
studies and find the direction to proceed (Paltridge, 1997). 
For graduate students, the approval of a proposal may either help to 
obtain finding for research or permission to begin on a thesis study in certain 
fields. In this sense, its completion is actually the starting point of future 
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study. However, the process of writing a proposal is difficult for beginner 
graduate writers who have little experience in academic writing, especially 
those having to write in their second language (L2). There might be some 
depressive feelings or self-negation resulting from ambiguous knowledge of 
research fields or problem encountered in the academic discourse community, 
such as in negotiating with supervisors and holding discussions with peers. 
Problems in this writing process may be different from one person to another. 
However, this process could be a real “growth experience” and “self-
development” (Krathwohl, 1988: 239). Despite the importance of proposal 
writing, a limited number of studies have examined the process of learning to 
write a thesis proposal, particularly in a L2.  
Over the past two decades, many studies on academic writing 
investigated writing practices in a situated learning context (Juzwik. 2006). 
Particularly, there is a growing interest in how ESL (English as a second 
language) graduate students acquire English academic writing literacy in 
completing a variety of writing tasks such as a science report, journal paper, 
thesis or dissertation. These studies cover a range of topics such as problems 
and difficulties graduate students encounter in acquiring academic literacy, 
socialization of novice writers into academic disciplines, different educational, 
cultural and linguistic influence on students’ academic writing, impact of 
supervision on graduate students’ writing, and strategies students adopt to 
manage writing tasks. Writing demands on ESL students were found to vary 
across the curriculum. Learning to write in one’s discipline involves not only 
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the acquisition of English academic literacy but also the conventions and 
values in one’s discipline.  
There is a wide range of research on students’ abilities and problems 
in writing a thesis especially at tertiary level. First, Jogthong (2001), for 
instance, analyzed of research article introduction written in Thai by Thai 
academic writers. Second, Widiastuti (2010) studied students’ difficulties in 
research proposal. This study revealed that some students have been able to 
write research proposal appropriately. However, also some difficulties faced 
by the students especially in capturing the communicative purposes of all 
chapters in proposal. Third, abdul-Sadeq Aly (2006) investigated the Egyptian 
postgraduate students’ difficulties in writing abstract in English. The analysis 
revealed that the grammatical difficulties were the highest, followed by the 
educational terminology and technical writing difficulties and finally lexical 
difficulties. Fourth, Emilia, Gustin & Rodliyah, (2009) identified students 
ability and difficulties in writing an English undergraduate thesis. This study 
found that the students in general can write only the first two elements of the 
chapter: presenting metatextual information and presenting results. The 
students in general seem to struggle to write a third move, a cohesive, 
coherent, analytical and critical discussion element. Fifth, Han (2013) 
analyzed current graduation thesis writing by English majors in independent 
institute. It is found that a considerable number of students have problem in 
selection and report of topics, writing of each part and debating in the whole 
process of graduation thesis. 
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Refering to the previous research, the researcher found that English 
Education Students of IAIN Surakarta also faced several obstacles or 
problems in writing a thesis proposal. Based on the preliminary research 
conducted by the researcher in May 2017 toward the students of English 
education department of IAIN Surakarta in the academic year of 2013/2014, it 
indicates that most of the students find it difficult to write a thesis proposal. 
Writing a thesis proposal in English especially for EFL leaners like 
Indonesians is difficult as the students should think not only about the content, 
the organization of the thesis but also the language. 
In writing a research proposal as a whole, some students still have 
problems in including particular elements required in a research proposal, such 
as table of content and references. In terms of the basic elements, although 
almost all students have already been able to include the three basic elements 
proposed by theorist, there are students who still face difficulty in writing the 
research question, objective of the study, and the scope of the study. 
Besides, from the interview conducted to some students of English 
Education Department of IAIN Surakarta in the academic year of 2013/2014, 
the researcher found that they are still confused and some even do not know 
about the goals and elements that should be included in the research proposal. 
Many students also said that they find some obstacles in writing a thesis 
proposal, especially in grammar, choosing vocabulary, punctuation and 
spelling. In relation to procedural problems, all respondents had trouble in 
finding out the topic and starting to write the introduction. In line with the 
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matter of non-academic problems, some students encountered technical 
problems, such as advisors’ bustle. Failing to meet busy advisors was 
sometimes found as a problem for most participants (Sugaryamah, 2004). 
Thus, from the previous studies which have been mentioned and the 
previous research conducted by the researcher, writing a thesis proposal has 
not been an easy task for the majority of the students. Moreover, the fact 
showed that students have been facing challenges in writing their thesis 
proposals. Therefore, it is necessary to carry out another research related to 
problems or obstacles faced by students in arranging a thesis proposal written 
in English. Based on those reasons, this current research is designed in order 
to investigate the obstacles of students of English Education Department of 
IAIN Surakarta in arranging a thesis proposal. Then, this research entitled 
“The Obstacles on Writing Thesis Proposal Faced by English Education 
Students of IAIN Surakarta in the Academic Year of 2013/2014” 
 
B. Limitation of the Study 
In order to focus the topic, the researcher makes the limitation to both 
the object and subject of the study. Through this research the researcher 
focuses on students’ obstacle in writing thesis proposal. The researcher wants 
to know the students’ stage in writing thesis proposal, the students’ problem 
in writing thesis proposal and the factors cause the students’ problem in 
writing thesis proposal on English Education Department of IAIN Surakarta 
in the academic year of 2013/2014.   
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C. Problem Statement 
Based on the background of the study, the researcher proposes the 
following problems: 
1. What are the stages in writing thesis proposal experienced by English 
Education students of IAIN Surakarta in the academic year of 
2013/2014? 
2. What are the problems in writing thesis proposal faced by English 
Education students of IAIN Surakarta in the academic year of 
2013/2014? 
3. What are the factors affecting the problem in writing thesis proposal 
faced by English Education students of IAIN Surakarta in the academic 
year of 2013/2014? 
D. Objectives of the Study 
Based on the problem statements, the research objectives are arranged 
as follows: 
1. To find out the stages in writing thesis proposal experienced by English 
Education students of IAIN Surakarta in the academic year of 
2013/2014. 
2. To find out the problems in writing thesis proposal faced by English 
Education students of IAIN Surakarta in the academic year of 
2013/2014. 
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3. To find out the possible factor affecting the problem in writing thesis 
proposal faced by English Education students of IAIN Surakarta in the 
academic year of 2013/2014. 
E. Benefit of the Study 
The researcher hopes that this research paper will have some benefits 
in English Education Department. 
1. Theoretically 
a. The result of this research paper can be used as the reference to the 
development of English teaching learning, particularly in teaching 
academic writing to the university students. 
b. This result of this research can be used as a reference for those who 
want to conduct a research related to the obstacles occurs in arranging 
a thesis proposal. 
2. Practically 
a. The result of this research paper can give some input in the strategy 
for teaching academic writing at university level by recognizing the 
obstacles faced by students in the process of writing a thesis proposal. 
b. This research will be useful for the students to find the way of writing 
a thesis proposal in English correctly. And the result of this research 
is hopefully able to bring the students improve their academic 
writing, particularly writing a thesis proposal in English.  
c. The result of this research will give additional information to the 
teacher or instructor regardless to the teaching of academic writing at 
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universitylevel, and to help them understand better the problems 
faced by the students in order they can provide more meaningful 
feedback to their students and can provide students with better 
analytic tools to be use in writing a thesis proposal. 
d. This research will give readers extensive knowledge, particularly on 
the obtacles and posible factors affecting the problem in writing a 
thesis proposal. 
 
F. Definition of Key Terms  
1. Obstacles/Problems 
According to Suryabrata (1994: 60) the problem is the gap between hope  
with reality, between needs and what is available, what should be.  
2. Writing 
Gebhardt and Rodrigues (1989: 1) writing is one of the most important 
things you do in college. Eric Gould, Robert DiYanni, and William Smith 
(1989: 18) mentioned that writing is a creative act, the act of writing is 
creative because its requires to interpret or make sense of something: an 
experience, a text, an event. 
3. Thesis Proposal 
Thesis proposal is students’ written plan for conducting their research study 
as one of the requirements for completing their study which is written in 
English. 
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CHAPTER II 
THEORITICAL REVIEW 
A. Writing 
1. Definition of Writing 
Writing is one of important skills that language learners need to 
learn as an essential component not only for their academic practice but 
also later in their professional life. Writing is one of the four language 
skills besides listening, speaking, and reading. Writing is an activity in 
arranging words, phrases, and sentences.   
Nunan (2003: 88) defines that writing is the process of thinking to 
find idea, thinking about how to express into good writing, and arrange the 
ideas into statement and paragraph clearly. It indicates that the learners are 
expected to explore the ideas and make them into good paragraph. It is the 
physical of committing word or ideas to some medium, whether it is an 
object or a symbol or an email. He defines writing as both a process and 
product. The writer imagines, organize, drafts, edits, reads, and rereads.  
There are many conceptions dealing with the writing process. 
According to Harmer (2004: 31) writing is way to produce language and 
express idea, feeling and opinion. Furthermore he states that writing is a 
process that what people write is often heavily influenced by constraints of 
genres, and then these elements have to be present in learning activities.  
Kroll (1990: 14) writing is basically a matter of arrangement, of 
fitting sentences and paragraphs into prescribed patterns. Harmer (2004: 4) 
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writing is process a way of looking at what people do to compose written 
text. The formula of good writing consist of planning, drafting, editing 
(reflecting and revising), and final version. Leo (2013: 1) said that writing 
as a process of expressing idea or thoughts in word. It means that writing 
is one of the communication means by which the student can communicate 
their idea and massage. It involves composing which implies the ability 
either to tell or retell pieces of information in the form of narrative, 
description, or transform information into text essay or paragraph.    
Writing involves more than just producing word and sentences. To be 
able to produce a piece of writing, we should be able to write a connected 
series of words and sentences which are grammatically and logically 
linked. Writing is an activity that is not produce immediately. The writer 
must think about topic first, try to know about topic, and find some 
information about topic.  
From the definitions of writing above, it can be concluded that writing 
is process of generating ideas, person’s ability to communicate 
information to someone or others. Writing is a process of building a large 
unit from the smaller ones, which is the writer, uses words to make 
sentences, sentences to make paragraph and paragraph to make the whole 
composition. Writing is not only an activity of arranging words into form 
and sentences but thinking about how to express them and organize them 
into statement or paragraph to make a good sentence in paragraph. 
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2. Definition of Academic Writing 
Woro (2013:1) states that academic writing plays a major role in 
the field of higher education and is the primary form of communication 
within individual subject disciplines. Murray and Moore (2006) describe 
academic writing as consisting of advances and retreats. Slovakia (2010: 
2) states that academic writing is, essentially, the writing you have to do 
for your university courses. Your instructors may have different names for 
academic writing assignments (essay, paper, research paper, term paper, 
argumentative paper/essay, analysis paper/essay, informative essay, 
position paper), but all of these assignments have the same goal and 
principles. Lennie (2010: 10) states that academic Writing is an argument 
and analysis a subject apart to study it closely. 
3. Principle of Academic Writing  
Slovakia (2010: 2) states that there are 10 principle of academic 
writing such as: 
a. Clear Purpose. The most common purposes in academic writing are 
to persuade, analyze/synthesize, and inform.  
1) Persuasive purpose – In persuasive academic writing, the purpose 
is to get your readers to adopt your answer to the question. So you 
will choose one answer to your question, support your answer 
using reason and evidence, and try to change the readers’ point of 
view about the topic. Persuasive writing assignments include 
argumentative and position papers.  
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2) Analytical purpose – In analytical academic writing, the purpose 
is to explain and evaluate possible answers to your question, 
choosing the best answer(s) based on your own criteria.  
3) Informative purpose – In informative academic writing, the 
purpose is to explain possible answers to your question, giving the 
readers new information about your topic. This differs from an 
analytical topic in that you do not push your viewpoint on the 
readers, but rather try to enlarge the readers’ view. 
b. Audience Engagement. As with all writing, academic writing is 
directed to a specific audience in mind. Unless your instructor says 
otherwise, consider your audience to be fellow students with the same 
level of knowledge as yourself. As students in the field, they are 
interested in your topic, but perhaps not so interested in reading a 
paper. So you will have to engage them with your ideas and catch 
their interest with your writing style. 
c. Clear Point of View. Academic writing, even that with an 
informative purpose, is not just a list of facts or summaries of sources. 
Although you will present other people’s ideas and research, the goal 
of your paper is to show what you think about these things. Your 
paper will have and support your own original idea about the topic. 
This is called the thesis statement, and it is your answer to the 
question.  
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d. Single Focus. Every paragraph (even every sentence) in your paper 
will support your thesis statement. There will be no unnecessary, 
irrelevant, unimportant, or contradictory information (Your paper will 
likely include contradictory or alternative points of view, but you will 
respond to and critique them to further strengthen your own point of 
view).  
e. Logical Organization. Academic writing follows a standard 
organizational pattern. For academic essays and papers, there is an 
introduction, body, and conclusion. Each paragraph logically leads to 
the next one.  
1) The introduction catches the readers’ attention, provides 
background information, and lets the reader know what to expect. It 
also has the thesis statement.  
2) The body paragraphs support the thesis statement. Each body 
paragraph has one main point to support the thesis, which is named 
in a topic sentence. Each point is then supported in the paragraph 
with logical reasoning and evidence. Each sentence connects to the 
one before and after it. The readers do not have to work to find the 
connection between ideas.  
3) The conclusion summarizes the paper’s thesis and main points and 
shows the reader the significance of the paper’s findings.  
f. Strong Support. Each body paragraph will have sufficient and 
relevant support for the topic sentence and thesis statement. This 
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support will consist of facts, examples, description, personal 
experience, and expert opinions and quotations.  
g. Clear and Complete Explanations. This is very important! As the 
writer, you need to do all the work for the reader. The reader should 
not have to think hard to understand your ideas, logic, or organization. 
English readers expect everything to be done for them; your thoughts 
and thought processes should be clearly and completely explained.  
h. Effective Use of Research. Your paper should refer to a variety of 
current, high-quality, professional and academic sources. You will use 
your research to support your own ideas; therefore, it must be 
integrated into your writing and not presented separately.  
i. Writing Style. Because this is your work, you should use your own 
words whenever possible. Do not try to write like a boring, overly 
formal scholarly article. Use the natural conversational style that you 
would use in the classroom. Your writing should be clear, concise, and 
easy to read. It is also very important that there are no grammars, 
spelling, punctuation, or vocabulary mistakes in academic writing. 
Errors convey to the reader that you do not care. And finally, this rule 
will override all the principles:  
j. Always Follow The Directions Of Your Instructor. Every instructor 
has a reason for giving you an assignment, and each instructor's 
requirements may differ. Follow your instructor’s directions to get the 
most from an assignment.  
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4. Types of Academic Writing 
Reisinger, Scalia, Hicks (2013:1-8) state that there are 10 types of 
academic writing as follow: 
a. Case Study  
Purpose: Write details of a specific incident or ruling and respond.  
b. Critique (sometimes called Review or Critical Response)  
c. Purpose: Summarize and evaluate another’s work, such as an article, 
book or film.  
d. Essay  
Purpose: Extended academic paper which establishes a thesis, supports 
the thesis, and forms a conclusion based on the support.  
e. Exegesis Paper  
Purpose: Explore the meaning of a passage from Scripture.  
f. Homily/ Sermon  
Purpose: Explain the meaning of a biblical text and its application for 
the people of God today, within the context of worship- necessary  
g. Journals  
Purpose: Show the development of a student’s thinking as a result of 
readings, lectures, experiences, etc. 
h. Pastoral Narrative  
Purpose: Describe your pastoral experience and its impact on you.  
i. Reflection/ Reflection Paper  
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Purpose: Narrate, examine, and evaluate the writer’s personal 
observations and experiences of a subject. 
j. Research Paper  
Writers of research papers choose a topic, formulate a question to 
answer, collect information from various sources, and present the 
answer to the question in written form. 
k. Verbatim  
Purpose: Reproduce a conversation related to ministry and explore the 
content and meaning of this conversation. 
 
B. Thesis Writing 
1. Definition of Thesis Writing 
Thesis is generally understood to be the result of structured, 
original research that is produced for assessment (David Evans, 2014:6). 
To write a thesis students should doing a research, in order to get 
information and solution from the problem examined. The research is a 
process of steps used to collect and analyze information to increase our 
understanding of a topic issue (Creswell, 2015:3).Thesis writing is a 
central to the success of someone’s learning at the university. However 
writing a thesis is a program for undergraduate students’ who will get 
bachelor degree.  
Thesis writing is a research report that is written by college 
students who want to get bachelor degree. Murray (2011:2) states that 
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thesis is a far bigger project than most students will ever have undertaken 
before, it requires more independently study, more self-motivation. 
Paltridge & Starfield (2007: 25) states that writing theses is challenge for 
those writing in English whose first language is not English, the challenges 
even greater. No doubt that thesis writing is not an easy project to be done 
and it is more challenging among the other types of writing for the 
students.  
Murray (2011: 2) writing a thesis is not a completely new 
experience. It does build on student’s pervious study. According to Hartley 
(in Coskun, et. al, 2012: 1526) write a thesis is similar to write a scientific 
paper but it’s more difficult. By comparison, these are longer than article.  
Blair (2016: 1) thesis writing is a comprehensive guide to the 
stages of working through the rigors of writing and defending a graduate 
degree from the initial stages of choosing a thesis topic and supervisor, 
right through to the defense of the work. Writing thesis provides a needed 
guide to writing a thesis in a highly readable format. 
From the definition above it can be concluded that thesis writing is 
a final project to students who will get bachelor degree. And the process of 
writing thesis is long because thesis writing is a bigger project. However 
thesis writing is great importance for students. Through the process, the 
students come to know how to do research and report the findings.  
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2. Process of Thesis Writing 
Khuriyah (2016: 3) states that the process of writing thesis such as: 
a. Proposing the titles 
1) Students take a form of title propose in the academic office. 
2) Students propose the title, and prepared minimum 2 title of thesis 
to chief of department 
b. Appointing an advisor 
1) The chief of department appointing an advisor  
2) Students consult the title to the advisor 
3) Students make application letter to the advisor which shows the 
title approved 
4) Students make a duty letter in the academic office and submit the 
letter to the advisor 
c. Proposal of thesis 
1) The advisor accept the proposal 
2) The students proposing a proposal of thesis examination by online 
process 
3) The chief of department appointing the team of examiners and the 
schedule 
4) The students do the proposal of thesis examination 
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3. Thesis Proposal Structure 
Khuriyah (2016: 7) states that the standard thesis structure has three 
parts: an introduction, review on related study and research methodology. 
As illustrated in the following figure, the sections are connected to each 
other. Some of these parts might contain more than one chapter, and the 
core might be more than half the thesis. Each of these parts has a distinct 
role. 
a. Front division research proposal that minimum contains of cover, 
approval sheet and table of content.  
b. The introduction explains what the thesis is about: the problem that the 
thesis is concerned with the aims and scopes, and the thesis structure. 
In some disciplines it includes an over view of the findings. An 
introduction is typically written for a wider readership than the bulk of 
the thesis and may use illustrative example to help readers 
understanding of what the researcher trying to achieve. The 
introduction should have 7 aspects, there are: 
1) Background of the study consist the rational argumentation among 
ideality and reality relates with the title of thesis. 
2) Identification of problem is the factors relates to the problem in 
background of the study. 
3) Limitation of the problem is restriction of the problem that 
identified. 
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4) Problem statement is the formulation has been formed in 
interrogative sentence and the answer from interrogative sentence 
will be found in the research. 
5) The objective of study is make to appropriate with problem 
statement. 
6) Benefit of the research is explain about the theoretically benefit 
and practical benefit of the research.  
7) Key term is the explanation about the term related to the research. 
c. Theoretical review gives explanation to theoretical review based on 
some expert. The literary review should have 2 aspects, there are: 
1) Review on the theory  
It explains about the theories relate to the research variable, it 
consist of definition, assumption, etc.  
2) Pervious related study 
It explains about the pervious results which show the other result 
from the other author which has same variable with the study. 
d. Research methodology gives explanation about the method. It is used 
by researcher when doing the research. The research methodology 
should have 6 aspects, there are: 
1) Research design, explains about outline of design research that will 
use in the research. 
2) Place and time of the research, explains about the place and time in 
doing the research. 
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3) Subject of the research, explains about the limitation subject that 
will be observed.  
4) Technique of collecting data, explains about the researchers’ way 
to collect the data. 
5) Technique of analyzing data, explains about the steps to analysis 
the data. 
6) Trustworthiness, explains about the validity and reliability of the 
data that will be used to research. 
e. Bibliography  
Bibliography is a list of the written sources of information on a 
subject. Bibliography generally appears as a list at the end of a book or 
article.  
 
4. The Factors Affecting the Problem in Writing a Thesis Proposal 
Writing a thesis in English for EFL learners like Indonesians, is 
difficult as students should think not only about the content and the 
organization of thesis, but also the language. For most people writing is 
considered as a difficult activity both in the mother tongue and in a foreign 
language. In writing thesis many undergraduate students have some vary 
factors of the problem they face. The ideas, structure, lack of vocabularies, 
and rewrite or paraphrase are some examples of the problem in writing 
thesis that students commonly face. However, there are yet further 
researches about other factors of acquiring second language as the basic 
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factors to be analyzed by researcher. For second language learner in 
specific, the factors of the problem in acquiring second language may also 
encounter them difficult to write a thesis. Brown (2007:86) explained the 
factors affecting problem in writing as follows:  
a. Psychological factor 
Writing is essentially a solitary activity and the fact that people are 
required to write on their own draft, without the possibility of 
interaction or the benefit of feedback, in its self makes the act of 
writing difficult. Writers have no immediate feedback to let them know 
how they are doing and whether they should change their approach. 
There is no immediate interaction between the procedure and the 
receiver.  
The factor related to the writers’ internal factor can also be known 
as the psychological factors. Brown (2007:153) believes that the 
psychological factor of students can be identified from the affective 
factors of the students. Furthermore, Brown (2007: 154-175) explain 
that the affective factors which become the psychological factor that 
will affect the undergraduate students in order to create good thesis 
writing are: 
1) Self esteem 
Self-esteem is probably the most pervasive aspect of any 
human behavior. Self-esteem is a personal judgment of worthiness 
that is expressed in the attitudes that individual hold toward 
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themselves. By self-esteem it can be evaluated which individuals 
make and customarily maintain with regard to themselves, it 
expresses an attitude of approval or disapproval, and indicates the 
extent to which individuals believe themselves to be capable, 
significant, successful and worthy.  
In writing thesis the difficulties of self-esteem such as: in 
deciding topicof thesis, in deciding the tittle of thesis, in having 
prior knowledge due to the thesis topic, in identifying and 
formulating the thesis problem, in identifying the thesis purposes, 
in writing a proper literature review, in deciding the method used 
in writing thesis, in gaining the thesis data, in writing the finding of 
thesis, in writing good thesis. 
2) Inhibition 
Every human being has many obstacles in passing 
something, for example in passing final project. Not all students 
can pass writing thesis well. There are many obstacles in passing 
thesis writing such as: in thought due to a lot of ides in writing 
thesis and financial during the thesis writing 
3) Risk taking 
Risk taking is some decision to make an effort in finishing 
project. Everyone has different mental in making some decision. In 
this chapter risk taking is become the most important characteristic 
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in successful passing final project. For the example: In trying or to 
presentiment to write a thesis 
4) Anxiety 
Anxiety can be defined as subjective feeling of tension, 
apprehension, nervousness, and worry associated with an arousal 
of the autonomic nervous system. More simply anxiety is 
associated with feeling of uneasiness, frustration, self-doubt, 
apprehension, or worry.  
5) Empathy 
Empathy is process comprehending in which a temporary 
fusion of self-object boundaries permits an immediate emotional 
apprehension of the affective experience of other. 
Empathy described as the projection of ones’s own 
personality into the personality of others in order to understand 
them better. In writing thesis the difficulties of empathy for the 
example: in being awareness of the current issues toward writing 
thesis and in identifying of some issues related to the thesis writing   
6) Extroversion and introversion  
Extroversion is the extent to which a person has a deep-
seated need to receive ego enhancement, self-esteem, and a sense 
of wholeness from other people as opposed to receiving that 
affirmation within oneself.  
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Introversion on the other hands is the extent to which a 
person derives a sense of wholeness and fulfillment apart from a 
reflection of this self from other people.  
Ausuble (in brown, 2007: 167) noted that introversion and 
extroversion are a grossly misleading index of social adjustment.  
The extroversion person may actually behave in an 
extroverted manner in order to protect his or her own ego, with 
extroverted behavior being symptomatic of defensive barriers and 
high ego boundaries. At the same time the introverted quieter, 
more reserved person may show high empathy. In thesis writing 
the difficulties between extroversion and introversion is the 
students cannot distinguishing both extroversion and introversion  
7) Motivation 
Various theories of motivation have been purposed over the 
course of decades of research. Three different perspectives emerge: 
a) From a behavioral perspective, motivation is seen in very 
matter of fact term. It is quite simply the anticipation of reward. 
Driven to acquire positive reinforcement, and driven by 
previous experiences of reward for behavior, we act 
accordingly to achieve further reinforcement.  
b) In cognitive terms, motivation places much more emphasis on 
the individual’s decision, “the choice people make as to what 
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experiences or goals they will approach or avoid, and the 
degree of effort they will exert in the respect”.  
c) A Constructivist view of motivation places even further 
emphasis on social context well as individual personal choice. 
Each person is motivated differently, and will therefore act on 
his or her environment in ways that are unique.  
Motivation has two kinds there are intrinsic motivation and 
extrinsic motivation. Edward (in Brown, 2007: 172) defined 
Intrinsic motivation intrinsically motivated activities are ones for 
which there is no apparent reward except the activity itself. On the 
other hand extrinsic motivation is fueled by the anticipation of a 
reward from the outside and beyond the self. Typically extrinsic 
rewards are money, prize, grades, and even certain types of 
positive feedback.  
From the above definition, it can be concluded that 
motivation is the people choices in their life to get what 
experiences or goals they will. In writing thesis motivation, there 
are two difficulties factor in writing thesis such as having 
difficulties in intrinsic motivation toward the thesis writing and 
having difficulties in extrinsic motivation in writing thesis.  
All of the physiological factors mentioned by Brown (2007: 
152-174) will affect the decision of a learner to create the objective 
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of a research, the data for the research, and the whole research 
based on the proved ration.  
b. Sociocultural Factor  
Culture is a way of life it is the context within which we exist, 
think, feel and relate to others. Marsumoto (in Brown, 2007: 189) 
culture is a dynamic system of rules, explicit, and implicit, established 
by groups in order to ensure their survival, involving attitudes, values, 
beliefs, norms, and behaviors, shared by a group. 
Brown (2007: 189), claims that culture becomes strongly 
important in the learning of a second language. Therefore, the focus 
factors that will be arisen in this study of difficulties in writing thesis 
are bold in three aspects, such as: 
1) The social distance  
A social distance refers to the cognitive and affective 
proximity of two cultures that come into contact within an 
individual. 
Social distance describes the distance between different 
groups in society and is opposed to locational distance. In writing 
thesis, social distance between undergraduate student and their 
tutor should be built. It relates among undergraduate students and 
their tutor in finishing thesis writing.   
The social distance among undergraduate students and her 
tutor become the students’ difficulties factor in writing thesis. It 
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can be seen when the students doing guidance n discussing about 
the thesis writing. 
2) The culture 
The culture in the language classroom of the undergraduate 
students. Culture becomes one of the most factor in students’ 
difficulties of writing. For example the students’ habit in classroom 
in using second language, the students who rarely used or spoken 
English in the classroom are have a difficulties sin writing thesis 
more than the students who often used English. 
3) The communicative competence  
The communicative competence is term in linguistics 
which refer to language user’s grammatical knowledge of syntax, 
morphology, phonology, and the like as well as social knowledge 
about how and when to use utterances appropriately. In thesis 
writing the difficulties of communicative competence consist of: in 
having knowledge of proper lexical items and linguistic unit on the 
thesis writing, in connecting each sentence and to form it into a 
meaningful thesis writing, in having knowledge about the roles of 
the social context related on the study of thesis writing, in 
sustaining communication through speech styles on the thesis 
writing. 
c. Linguistic Factor  
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Brown (2007: 262-263) classified four categories to describe the 
errors in second language learner production data. Browns’ first 
overview is to identify errors by addition, omition, substitution and 
ordering. Second category as Brown believes to identify the errors is 
put in the students levels of language (phonology, lexicon, grammar 
and discourse) that should be considered. Third, Errors can be also 
analyzed by the global errors or local errors. Finally, identifying errors 
by considering the two related dimensions of error, such as domain and 
extent.  In the context of the analysis of the factors of students’ 
problem in writing thesis proposal the, Brown’s two overview about 
two related dimension will be used to analyze the linguistic factors 
affecting undergraduate students writing thesis proposals.  
 
C. Pervious Related Study 
Previous research is study that has been conducted by other researchers 
before. The researcher has to look for previous study relates with their 
research to compare its difference about the content and the finding. The 
researcher found some studies that are relevant with the topic of this current 
research to prove the originality of the research. 
 The first previous study is a thesis conducted by Sariyanto, Iwan 
Supardi, Ying Han (2014) entitled “An Analysis of Current Graduation Thesis 
Writing by English Majors in Independent Institute”. The result of this 
research found that a considerable number of students have problems in 
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selection and report of topics, writing of each part and debating in the whole 
process of graduation thesis. In view of the situation, based on the effective 
measures and some practical experience by English majors in NIT, ZJU, it is 
suggested we should raise both teachers’ and students’ awareness and 
consciousness in the importance in thesis writing, establish quality 
management and monitoring system, strictly check selection and report of 
topics, give play tothe library, have topic verification and application guide, 
being familiar with the writing requirements of the abstract, optimize English 
curriculum and make professional management features outstanding and 
enhance the students’ and teachers’ ability, thereby improving the writing of 
the graduation thesis and reflecting subject construction in English major. 
The second previous study is a thesis conducted by Muhammad Yusuf 
(2013) entitled “Students’ Problems in Writing a Research Proposal (A Case 
Study of the Fifth Semester Students of English Education Department, State 
Institute for Islamic Studies Sunan Ampel Surabaya)”. The result of the 
research obtain from the analysis shows that most of students faced problems 
in 3 kinds of problems, they are in introduction, review literature, and 
methodology. The highest problem faced by students is in methodology as 
seen from the table of students’ problems in writing research proposal. 73, 3% 
percentage students faced problem in methodology, 60% percentage students 
faced problem in review literature and 46,6% percentage students faced 
problems in introduction Besides, the causes of problems are faced by students 
in writing research proposal, the researcher found the some causes factor in 
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the introduction. They are 1). Lecture explained the material less clearly 2) 
Difficult to compose the sentences 3) Student seldom joined the class. Some 
causes factors in review literature are: 1) The material of literature review 
never did practice in the class 2) Lecture explained the material less clearly, 3) 
Lazy to read a book. And the causes’ factors in methodology are: 1) The 
Effect of previous subject of research method, 2) Lecture just taught by used 
face book, 3) Limited time in learning. 
The third pervious study is a journal taken from science direct written 
by Siti Mehran Mizany, Mohammad Khabiri, Seyed Nasrollah Sajadi (2012) 
entitled “A Study of The Capabilities of Graduate Students in Writing Thesis 
and The Advising Quality of Faculty Members to Pursue the Thesis”. For this 
study, viewpoints of 137 graduate students in seven national universities were 
gathered. Research results indicated that the graduate students evaluated their 
scientific and practical qualifications (2.45 out of 4) and advising quality of 
their supervisors and advisors (2.65 out of 4) in a mediocre level. In addition, 
research findings illustrated a significant difference between supervisors and 
advisors in quality of advising (P=0.001) that quality of advising of 
supervisors (with mean of 2.75) was better than advisors (with mean of 2.54). 
There was a significant positive correlation between student qualifications and 
advising quality of their teachers (P ≤ 0.001). 
The fourth pervious study is a journal taken from science direct written 
by John Bitchener, Helen Basturkmen (2006) entitled “Perceptions of The 
Difficulties of Postgraduate L2 Thesis Students Writing the Discussion 
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Section”. This journal states that in postgraduate study, students including L2 
students are often required to write a thesis and, as a growing literature 
reveals, L2 students often experience difficulties in the writing of this genre. 
While most of this research has involved surveys (questionnaires and 
interviews) and case studies of supervisor perceptions, only a few studies have 
also considered student perceptions. Most of the perceptions have considered 
student difficulties when writing the thesis as a whole, rather than particular 
section. The present study, based on the use of in-depth interviews with four 
supervisor–student pairs, focused on student difficulties in writing the 
discussion of results section (DRS) of the thesis and investigated the extent to 
which the perceptions of the students matched those of their supervisors. The 
study found that: (1) students had a more limited understanding of the function 
of the DRS compared to that of their supervisors; (2) common understanding 
between the supervisors and the students about the nature and cause of the 
students' difficulties was limited; and (3) students tended to use limited 
proficiency as a default mode of explanation of their difficulties whereas three 
out of the four supervisors offered explanations not related to second language 
proficiency. 
The current research has different data compared to the related studies. 
Compared to the previous study conducted by Sariyanto, Iwan Supardi, Ying 
Han, which only emphasizes on to analyze the students problems in thesis 
writing, the current research is conducted to discuss the stages experienced by 
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students in writing a thesis proposal as well as to discuss their difficulties in 
the process of writing the proposal. 
Compared to the previous study conducted by Muhammad Yusuf, 
which has purpose to discuss the problems of the fifth semester students of 
English Education Department in writing a research proposal, the current 
research has broader scope of analysis. The current research not only analyze 
the difficulties faced by the students of English Education Department of IAIN 
Surakarta in writing a thesis proposal, but also analyze the possible factor that 
make the students difficult to run the process of writing the proposal of thesis. 
Compared to both journal of science direct, which is conducted based 
on surveys (questionnaires and interviews) and case studies, the current 
research applied different research design and methodology. The current 
research applied qualitative research design by using samples of English 
Education Department students in academic year 2013/ 2014 who find 
difficulties in writing their thesis proposal. 
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CHAPTER III 
RESEARCH METHODOLOGY 
A. Research Design 
Polit and Hungler (1999: 155) describe the research design as a 
blueprint, or outline, for conducting the study in such a way that maximum 
control will be exercised over factors that could interfere with the validity of 
the research results. The research design is the researcher’s overall plan for 
obtaining answers to the research questions guiding the study. Burns and 
Grove (2001: 223) state that designing a study helps researchers to plan and 
implement the study in a way that will help them obtain the intended results, 
thus increasing the chances of obtaining information that could be associated 
with the real situation. 
This research employs descriptive qualitative research. Rosman and 
Rallis (2012: 2) proposed two features of qualitative research, they are: (1) 
the researcher is the means through which the study is conducted, and (2) the 
purposes is to learn about some fact of social world. From the statement, the 
data accumulation is not reality itself but rather representations of reality. 
Moleong (2002: 2) states that a qualitative research is a research which does 
not include any calculation or numeration because the data are produced in 
the form word. It is explained that the results of the research in this method 
are descriptively in the form word, besides doing the triangulation technique 
of collecting, analyzing, and drawing the conclusion. Where does not include 
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the calculation number as the result of the research, but the descriptive form, 
that arranged by the researcher as the interpretation of the result. 
Therefore, the researcher uses descriptive qualitative method in this 
research. Since the method is collects, analyses, and draw the conclusion in 
the form of word in sentences. The data will be in the form of sentences, 
which have being analyzed descriptively base on interview and questionnaire.  
 
B. Research Setting and Time 
This research has been carried out in English Education Department, FITK 
IAIN Surakarta (Fakultas Ilmu Tarbiyah dan Keguruan Institut Agama Islam 
Negeri Surakarta). There are schedules of the research: 
Table 3.1 Schedule of the Research 
No. Activities  
A
p
ri
l 
M
ay
 
Ju
n
e 
Ju
ly
 –
 
D
ec
em
b
er
 
Ja
n
u
ar
y
 -
 
A
p
ri
l 
M
ay
 
1 Title submission and approval       
2 Observation       
3 Writing Research Proposal       
4 Seminar Proposal       
5 Collecting 
and analyzing the data 
      
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No. Activities  
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6 Writing the thesis       
7 Submitting the document       
 
From the table above showed that the researcher has done the research 
from April 2017 until May 2018. It included pre-research, research and 
writing the thesis. 
C. Subject of the Research 
The main subject or informants of this research were the students of 
English Education Department of IAIN Surakarta academic year 2013/ 2014. 
The researcher took 43 students as the informant of the research. Those 43 
informants were taken by considering that they found some difficulties in 
writing their thesis proposal and stop to do the process of writing in some 
stages, such as finding a topic, posing a research question, and revising error 
in the thesis proposal.  
The researcher chose the students of English Education Departement 
of academic year 2013/ 2014. The total students in this academic year were 
286 students. In the other hand the active students in this period who were not 
finished their thesis were 114 students (Adm. of FITK IAIN Surakarta, 2018). 
However, only 43 students were participated in this research due to their 
process of writing the thesis proposal. 
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D. Source of the Data 
Bodgan and Biklen (in Moleong, 2002: 73) cite that data refer to the 
rough research materials collected from the world they are studying, they are 
particulars from the basic analysis. There are the sources of the data in this 
research include event, informant and questionnaire. 
1) Event 
The event was in the form of the English Education students’ 
obstacles in writing thesis proposal in the academic year of 2013/2014. 
2) Informants 
The informants of this research were the English Education 
Students of IAIN Surakarta in the academic year of 2013/2014 who were 
on process writing thesis proposal. 
3) Questionnaire 
The questionnaire of this research were divided into three part they 
were related to the students’ step, students; problem and the factor 
affecting the students’ problem in writing thesis proposal. The 
questionnaires were in the form of closed questionnaire; “yes” or “no” 
answer and was calculated to find the detail information of each answer. 
A yes–no question, formally known as a polar question or a general 
question, is a question whose expected answer is either "yes" or "no". 
Formally, they present an exclusive disjunction, a pair of alternatives of 
which only one is acceptable (Sugiyono, 2012). 
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E. The Technique of Collecting Data  
The meaning of the data collection is a technique for obtaining 
scientific information considered in the study, the result obtained, so as to 
support the research as a whole. According to Cresswell (1994: 148), “the data 
collection steps involve (a) setting of boundaries for the study, (b) collecting 
the information through observations, documents, and visual materials, and (c) 
establishing the protocol for recording information”.  
This research applied some steps as follow: 
1. Questionnaire 
Larry Cristensen in Sugiyono (2014: 230) says that a questionnaire 
is a self-report data collection instrument that each research participants 
fill out as part of a research study. Researcher uses questionnaires in order 
to obtain information about the students’ step, problem and factor affecting 
the students’ problem in writing thesis proposal.  
Arikunto (2005: 152) distinguished two types of questionnaires, 
they are: 
a. Open questionnaire, the respondents can answer the question using 
their own words. 
b. Close questionnaire, the respondents are given the answer with 
chooses.  
Table 3.2 Dichotomous’ Scoring Adapted from Aiken (1997: 67) 
Question Aswer 
Statement Yes No 
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In this research, the researcher applied the close questionnaire 
which asks the respondents to answers the question using the answer that 
provided by the researcher, “yes” or “no”. The questionnaire used to 
explore the detailed information related to the students’ stages, students’ 
problem and students’ factor affecting their problem in writing thesis 
proposal. The questionnaire divided into three part based on the research 
problem. The researcher gave the questionnaire to all eighth students that 
consist of 43 students. The total questions are 56, 25 questions in part 1, 
19 questions in part 2 and 12 questions in part 3.  
2. Interview 
Kumar (2011:137) stated that interviewing is a commonly used 
method of collecting information from people. In many walks of life we 
collect information through different forms of interaction with others. 
There are many definitions of interviews. According to Monette (1986: 
156), “an interview involves an interviewer reading questions to 
respondents and recording their answers”. 
The researcher will use interview to know the students’ stage, 
problem and factor affecting the students’ problem in writing thesis 
proposal. The interviewees were the English Education students’ of IAIN 
Surakarta in the academic year of 2013/2014 who were on process of 
writing thesis proposal. This interview was intended to follow up and 
verify the questionnaire to gain the further information.   
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F. The Technique of Analyzing Data  
According to Miles and Huberman (1984: 21-23) the data analysis 
consists of three streams of activity, they are data reduction, data display, and 
drawing conclusion or verification. Then, the researcher adopted the 
framework of techniques of data analysis developed by Miles and Huberman 
with the description as below: 
1. Data reduction 
According to Miles and Huberman (1992: 16) data reduction can be 
interpreted as the process of selection, simplification, and transformation 
of the data to the field. The researcher draws the data analysis in the data 
reduction by describing the interview and questionnaires. Then, the 
researcher determines parts of the questionnaire completed by the students 
and eliminates the unimportant data to focus on the data related to the 
problem statements of the research. 
2. Data display 
Data display according to Miles and Huberman (1994: 433) “helps 
the researcher to see the patterns; the first text makes sense of the display 
and suggests the analytic moves in the displayed data; a revised or 
extended display points to new relationship and explanations, leading to 
more differentiated and integrated text, and so on”. 
In data display, the researcher displays the data which were 
obtained in the observation by presenting it in the form of table and 
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descriptions. The data which was displayed were taken from the interview 
and questionnaires delivered to the students. The data was then divided 
into three sections, they are: the stages of writing thesis experienced by 
students, the problems faced by students in writing thesis proposal, and the 
possible factor affecting the difficulties in writing thesis proposal. 
3. Data verification or classification.  
This is the last step in the techniques of data analysis. At this step, the 
researcher organizes the data classification or verification according to the 
data display. The data taken from the questionnaires which have been 
inserted in the data display then classified in accordance to the problem 
statements of the research. 
The conclusions, then, were verified by revisiting the data as many 
times as necessary. Verification was also enhanced by conducting peer 
checking and consultation with the supervisors. 
G. The trustworthiness of the Data 
The trustworthiness of data is needed to check the trust and the 
validity of the data. There are four criteria to check the trustworthiness of the 
data. Sugiyono in Prastowo (2012: 265) states that there are four criteria to 
check the trustworthiness of data; credibility, dependability, transferability, 
and conformability. He also explains that the most principle criterion is 
credibility. While to examine the credibility data, there are seven technique; 
extension observation, increase the diligence, triangulation, discussion with 
partner, member check, analyzing negative case, and using references. 
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In this research, the researcher used the triangulation technique to 
observe the data validation. Moleong (2002: 178) stated that, triangulation 
technique is the technique of examining the trustworthiness of the data which 
uses things outside the data in order to examine the data and to be comparer 
of the data. Triangulation has four basic types that identified by Norman 
Denzim, there are: 
1. Data Triangulation 
The use of variety data sources including time, space, and persons 
in a research. Data triangulation is the process rechecked and compared 
information by researcher which obtained in different source. For 
example, it has done by comparing questionnaire result with interview 
data result, comparing what the informant said, and comparing 
circumstance and perspective of different people toward the similar event. 
2. Investigator Triangulation 
The ability to confirm findings across investigators without prior 
discussion or collaboration between them can significantly enhance the 
credibility of findings. Investigator triangulation is particularly important 
for decreasing bias in gathering, reporting and analyzing the data. 
3. Theory Triangulation 
Theory triangulation is the use of multiple theories when 
examining a situation or phenomenon. The idea is to look at a situation or 
phenomenon from different perspectives, through different lenses, with 
different questions. The different theories do not have to be similar or 
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compatible, in fact the more divergent they are, more likely they are to 
identify different issues.  
4. Methodological Triangulation 
Methodological Triangulation is the use of multiple methods to 
conduct a situation or phenomenon. The intention is to decrease the 
deficiencies and bias that come from any single method. These types of 
triangulation technique is similar to the mixed method approaches used in 
social science research, where the results from one method are used to 
enhance, augment and clarify the results of another.  
In this research, the researcher uses data trianggulation. Data 
triangulation is the process rechecked and compared information by 
researcher which obtained in different source. For example, it has done by 
comparing questionnaire data with interview result. To get the data, the 
researcher share some questionnaires to some students of English 
education department of IAIN Surakarta 2013/ 2014 academic year. After 
the data of questionnaires were collected, the researcher checked the 
trustworthiness of data questionare by comparing to the data from 
interview. 
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CHAPTER IV 
 RESEARCH FINDINGS AND DISCUSSION  
 
A. Research Findings 
1. Data Description 
The research was conducted in English Education Department of 
IAIN Surakarta. The researcher got data about the students’ obstacles in 
writing thesis proposal from various instrument. Those data then will be 
classified into three terms; the students’ stage in writing thesis proposal, the 
students’ problem in writing thesis proposal and the factors affecting the 
students’ problem in writing thesis proposal. 
Before presenting the finding, the researcher presents the data 
description. In this research the researcher collected data from interview and 
questionnaire. The researcher gained data from English Education students 
that going process in writing thesis proposal. The researcher shared three 
kinds of questionnaire related to the research problem to get the clear 
evidence about the students’ obstacles in writing thesis proposal. The data 
described as follows: 
a. Data from the Document 
The researcher took the document, first is students’ list of English 
Education Department in the academic year of 2013/2014. Second the 
researcher took the list of students who still active, drop out/ broke up, 
graduated and non-active. Then the researcher also took the students’ list 
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who proposed for seminar proposal and proposed for munaqosyah. From 
those data the researcher got the students’ list who still ongoing writing 
thesis proposal. The students who were on process of writing seminar 
proposal then becomes the subject or participant of this research. There are 
the researcher serve the data: 
Table 4.1 Student List and Status 
No. Initial JK Thesis Status 
1 SS P NOT YET PROPOSED TITLE 
2 MKA L ON GOING SEMINAR PROPOSAL 
3 MSAA P ON GOING SEMINAR PROPOSAL 
4 DAP L NOT YET PROPOSED TITLE 
5 AF P ON GOING SEMINAR PROPOSAL 
6 RW P NOT YET PROPOSED TITLE 
7 AD P ON GOING SEMINAR PROPOSAL 
8 NLP P ON GOING SEMINAR PROPOSAL 
9 AR P ON GOING SEMINAR PROPOSAL 
10 LO P ON GOING SEMINAR PROPOSAL 
11 PDB P ON GOING SEMINAR PROPOSAL 
12 YQ P ON GOING SEMINAR PROPOSAL 
13 NA P ON GOING SEMINAR PROPOSAL 
14 MI L ON GOING SEMINAR PROPOSAL 
15 OD L ON GOING SEMINAR PROPOSAL 
16 IF L ON GOING SEMINAR PROPOSAL 
17 KN P ON GOING SEMINAR PROPOSAL 
18 BS L ON GOING SEMINAR PROPOSAL 
19 SR L NOT YET PROPOSED TITLE 
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No. Initial JK Thesis Status 
20 VSM P ON GOING SEMINAR PROPOSAL 
21 RHS L NOT YET PROPOSED TITLE 
22 SS P ON GOING SEMINAR PROPOSAL 
23 IKAQ L ON GOING SEMINAR PROPOSAL 
24 KZ P ON GOING SEMINAR PROPOSAL 
25 HNR L ON GOING SEMINAR PROPOSAL 
26 RAP P ON GOING SEMINAR PROPOSAL 
27 YN P ON GOING SEMINAR PROPOSAL 
28 MA P ON GOING SEMINAR PROPOSAL 
29 AAW L ON GOING SEMINAR PROPOSAL 
30 ASK L ON GOING SEMINAR PROPOSAL 
31 AC L ON GOING SEMINAR PROPOSAL 
32 RST L ON GOING SEMINAR PROPOSAL 
33 RAP P ON GOING SEMINAR PROPOSAL 
34 RAS P ON GOING SEMINAR PROPOSAL 
35 PS L ON GOING SEMINAR PROPOSAL 
36 NA P ON GOING SEMINAR PROPOSAL 
37 NJ P ON GOING SEMINAR PROPOSAL 
38 WB L ON GOING SEMINAR PROPOSAL 
39 WMH P ON GOING SEMINAR PROPOSAL 
40 WNS P ON GOING SEMINAR PROPOSAL 
41 CZH P ON GOING SEMINAR PROPOSAL 
42 CZK P ON GOING SEMINAR PROPOSAL 
43 DKEPK P ON GOING SEMINAR PROPOSAL 
44 FSN P ON GOING SEMINAR PROPOSAL 
45 PEP P ON GOING SEMINAR PROPOSAL 
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No. Initial JK Thesis Status 
46 UNH P ON GOING SEMINAR PROPOSAL 
47 WW P ON GOING SEMINAR PROPOSAL 
48 RR L NOT YET PROPOSED TITLE 
49 SA L ON GOING SEMINAR PROPOSAL 
 
From the document below the researcher found that there are 43 
students who were on process of writing thesis proposal. And those 43 
students are becomes the participant of the research. 
b. Data from Questionnaire 
The researcher makes the data of questionnaires that divided into 
three form of questionnaire. These questionnaires then shared to 43 
English Education Students of IAIN Surakarta.   
Table 4.2 Questionnaire Result on Stage of Writing 
No Question 
Answer 
Yes No 
1 
Proposing the Titles   
a. Take form of title propose in the academic 
office. 
43 0 
b. Propose the title and prepare (minimum) two 
title to chief of department 
43 0 
2 
Appointing an Advisor   
a. The chief of department appointing an advisor 43 0 
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No Question 
Answer 
Yes No 
b. Students consult the title to the advisor 43 0 
c. Students make application letter to the advisor 
which shows the title approved 
43 0 
d. Students make a duty letter in the academic 
office and submit the letter to the advisor 
31 12 
3 
Writing Thesis Proposal   
a. Cover included in thesis proposal 43 0 
b. Approval sheet included in thesis proposal 12 31 
c. Table of content included in thesis proposal 20 23 
d. Introduction 
The elements of introduction are included in 
thesis proposal 
  
2) Background of the study 43 0 
3) Identification of problem 31 12 
4) Limitation of the problem 43 0 
5) Problem statement 43 0 
6) The objective of study 43 0 
7) Benefit of the research 35 8 
8) Key term 32 11 
 e. Theoretical review   
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No Question 
Answer 
Yes No 
The elements of theoretical review are 
included in thesis proposal 
1) Review on the Theory 43 0 
2) Review on the Related Study 43 0 
f. Research Methodology 
The elements of research methodology are 
included in thesis proposal 
  
1) Research design 43 0 
2) Setting of the Research 43 0 
3) Subject of the research 43 0 
4) Technique of collecting data 43 0 
5) Technique of analyzing data 43 0 
6) Trustworthiness 30 13 
 g. Bibliography 22 21 
 
Table 4.3 Questionnaire Result on Students’ Problem 
No Question 
Answer 
Yes No 
1 Writing Thesis Proposal 
Do you have problem in writing: 
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No Question 
Answer 
Yes No 
 a. Cover 8 35 
b. Approval sheet 8 35 
c. Table of Content 8 35 
d. Introduction   
1) Background of the study 34 9 
2) Identification of problem 25 18 
3) Limitation of the problem 21 22 
4) Problem statement 15 28 
5) The objective of study 15 28 
6) Benefit of the research 25 18 
7) Key term 15 28 
 e. Theoretical review   
1) Review on the Theory 32 11 
2) Review on the Previous Related Study  21 22 
f. Research Methodology   
1) Research design 7 36 
2) Setting of the Research 4 39 
3) Subject of the research 9 34 
4) Technique of collecting data 8 45 
5) Technique of analyzing data 9 34 
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No Question 
Answer 
Yes No 
6) Trustworthiness 22 21 
 g. Bibliography 29 14 
 
 
Table 4.4 Questionnaire Result on The Factors Cause the 
Students’ Problem 
No Question 
Answer 
Yes No 
1 Psychological Factor   
a. Sefl Esteem 
I believe that I’m not to be capable, significant, 
successful and worthy in writing and finishing 
my thesis proposal  
20 23 
b. Inhibition 
I pass many obstacles regarding to myself 
especially in thinking ideas to write my thesis 
proposal 
26 17 
c. Risk Taking 
I’m afraid that I will do a mistakes in writing my 
thesis proposal 
27 16 
d. Anxiety 22 21 
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No Question 
Answer 
Yes No 
I feel uneasiness, frustration, self-doubt, 
apprehension or worry when began writing or 
revise my thesis proposal 
e. Empathy 
I feel empathy after listening someone’s tragedy 
due to the writing of thesis proposal 
22 21 
f. Extroversion and Introversion  
I cannot distinguish both extroversion and 
introversion 
20 23 
g. Motivation  
I have no or less motivation to finish my 
thesis/thesis proposal 
35 8 
2 Sociocultural Problem   
a. The social distance 
I feel that I have no a good relationship with my 
advisor 
32 11 
b. The culture in the language classroom 
I rarely use English in my classroom 
26 17 
c. The communicative competence 
I have no enough knowledge about how and 
when to use utterance appropriately 
29 14 
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No Question 
Answer 
Yes No 
3 Linguistic Problem   
a. Addition, Omission, Substitution and Ordering 
I have not enough understanding about addition, 
omission, substitution and ordering the sentence 
of thesis proposal 
32 11 
b. Levels of language 
I have not enough understanding about levels of 
language that consist of phonology, lexicon, 
grammar and discourse 
26 17 
 
2. Finding  
a. The Stages in Writing Thesis Proposal Experienced by English 
Education Students of IAIN Surakarta in the Academic Year of 
2013/2014 
Based on data description above the stages in writing proposal 
experienced by the students: 
1) Proposing the Titles 
All students proposed the title to the academic office. Based 
on the result of questionnaire all participants (43 students) took 
form of title proposing in the academic office. And all participants 
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(43 students) also proposed the title and prepared (minimum) two 
titles to chief of department. 
2) Appointing an Advisor 
The second is appointing an advisor. All participants (43 
students) are given an advisor by the head of department. 43 
students consulted the title to the advisor. 43 students made 
application letter to the advisor which shows the title approved. But 
in making a duty letter in the academic office and submit the letter 
to the advisor only 31 students did that, the 12 students other did 
not make a duty letter and submit it to the advisor. 
3) Cover 
Based on the questionnaire, 43 students wrote the cover in 
their thesis proposal. 
4) Approval sheet 
Based on the questionnaire, 12 students included approval 
sheet in their thesis proposal and 31 others did not.  
5) Table of Content 
Based on the questionnaire, 20 students wrote the table of 
content in their thesis proposal and the 23 students others did not.   
6) Introduction 
All participants included the introduction in their thesis 
proposals. All participants (43 students) included the background 
of the study. 31 students included the identification of the problem 
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and 12 students did not. 43 students included the limitation of the 
problem, problem statement, and the objective of the study. 35 
students included the benefit of the research and 8 students did not. 
32 students included key term and 11 others did not. 
7) Theoretical review 
In writing thesis proposal all participants (43 students) 
included the theoretical review that consist of review on the theory 
and review on the previous related study in their thesis proposals. 
8) Research Methodology 
In writing thesis proposal all participants (43 students) 
included research methodology. All participants included research 
resign, setting of the research, subject of the research, technique of 
collecting data and technique of analyzing data. Whether the 
trustworthiness, 30 students included it in their thesis proposal and 
the 13 others did not.  
9) Bibliography 
In writing thesis proposal, 22 students included 
bibliography and the 21 students did not. 
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It was proven by students’ interview, the detail are below: 
Table 4.5 Students’ Interview 1 
Q
u
es
ti
o
n
 What are the procedure or step to make thesis proposal? 
And what are the contents you included? 
S 1   : First I proposing title, then I was given an advisor. After that I 
start writing my thesis proposal. 
First is cover, second introduction, third theoretical review 
fourth research methodology and the last bibliography. 
S 2   : Proposing title, then given advisor then writing chapter 1-3 
Cover, table content, chapter 1 introduction, chapter 2 
theoretical review, chapter 3 research method and 
bibliography. 
S3    : Proposing title, then make proposal. 
Cover, chapter 1, chapter 2, chapter 3 and reference 
S4    : First I propose title to head of English department, then she 
give me advisor after that I can doing my thesis proposal after 
my advisor accept my title. 
Cover, table content, chapter 1, chapter 2, chapter 3 and 
bibliography 
S5    : First I proposed title to head of department, then she gives me 
advisor, after that I consult my title after my advisor accepted 
my title I can began writing thesis proposal.  
As I know cover, table content, chapter 1 introduction, 
chapter 2 theory and chapter 3 research method. 
S6    : Proposed title then writing thesis proposal. 
Cover, chapter 1,2,3 and biblio 
S7    : Propose title, given advisor then writing proposal. 
Cover, chapter 1,2,3 and reference. 
S8    : First I propose title to head of department after that she point 
advisor to me, then I came to advisor and consult about my 
title just to make sure I can continue or not. After that I can 
write thesis proposal. 
Based on book as I know front page that consist of cover, 
table content and approval. The introduction, theoretical 
review, research methodology and bibliography. 
S9    : Propose title, giving advisor then writing thesis proposal 
Cover, table content, chapter 1,2,3. 
S10  : Propose title, giving advisor then writing thesis proposal. 
Cover, table content, chapter 1,2,3 and bibliography. 
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b. The Problems in Writing Thesis Proposal Faced by English 
Education Students of IAIN Surakarta in the Academic Year of 
2013/2014 
The researcher explored the students’ problems based on their step 
in writing thesis proposal. 43 participants and the students’ problem 
described as follow: 
1) Cover 
In writing cover, 8 students faced the problem and the 35 
students did not. 
2) Approval sheet  
Based on the questionnaire, the researcher found that 8 
students faced the problem in writing approval sheet and 35 
students did not. 
3) Table of Content 
In writing table of content, 8 students faced the problem and 
the 35 students did not. 
4) Introduction 
Several elements in writing introduction. 34 students faced 
the problem in writing background of the study and 9 others did 
not. 25 students faced the problem in writing identification of the 
problem and 18 others did not. 21 students faced the problem in 
writing limitation of the problem and 22 others did not. 15 students 
faced the problem in writing problem statement and 28 others did 
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not. 15 students also faced the problem in writing the objective of 
the study and 28 others did not. 25 students faced the problem in 
writing benefit of the research and 18 others did not. And 15 
students faced the problem in writing key term and 28 others did 
not.  
5) Theoretical Review 
Two elements in writing theoretical review. 32 students 
faced the problem in writing review on the theory and 11 others did 
not. And 21 students faced the problem in writing review on the 
related study and 22 others did not. 
6) Research Methodology 
Several elements in writing research methodology. Only 7 
students faced the problem in writing research design, 36 others did 
not. 4 students faced the problem in writing setting of the research, 
39 others did not. 9 students faced the problem in writing subject of 
the research, 34 others did not. 8 students faced the problem in 
writing technique of collecting data, 45 others did not face it. 9 
students faced the problem in writing technique of analyzing data, 
34 others did not. And 22 students faced the problem in writing 
trustworthiness, 21 others did not. 
7) Bibliography 
In writing bibliography, 29 students faced that problem and 
14 others did not. 
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It was proven by students’ interview, the detail are below: 
Table 4.6 Students’ Interview 2 
Q
u
es
ti
o
n
 Do you face any problem? 
What biggest problem you faced? 
Why does it happen? 
S 1   : Of course. 
I have a problem in writing background in introduction, 
theory in chapter II, maybe that. 
In introduction I should make sentence by my own word but I 
have low skill how and when word used, I also still do not 
have a spirit to search related theory. 
S 2   : Yes. 
The hardest is writing background. 
Because in background I have to write theory and then make 
conclusion from theory by my word, and it’s not easy. 
S3    : Yes. 
Review on theory and trustworthiness 
I found many theory related to my thesis proposals, but I 
confuse which theory that should be use and not to be used in 
my theory. Whereas about trustworthiness I’m not really know 
about that because in previous semester I’m not pay attention 
on that lesson. 
And now I still take a lesson from under semester, and I’m not 
yet focused on my thesis and search the things that I’m not yet 
know 
S4    : Yes. 
Writing background and review on theory. 
In writing background and review on theory I should use 
some theory that use as a background and to analyze my 
finding then, but I have not yet a time and spirit to doing that. 
S5    : Yes, many problems. 
Writing review on theory and bibliography. 
In reviewing theory I should choose which theory appropriate 
with my thesis, which is not, I still confuse, because firstly I 
write all theories related to my thesis proposal, but mu 
advisor said I should choose the appropriate theory. Whereas 
in writing bibliography I still confuse, I mean I’m not really 
know how to ordering the bibliography. For example name, 
then year then the other also the punctuation I still confuse. 
S6    : Yes. 
So far writing background. 
In writing background I should connect between theory by 
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expert and my opinion about that theory. And I confuse how to 
arrange sentence. 
S7    : Yes. 
In writing background 
In writing background I should write theory by expert 
regarding to my thesis proposal, then make a sentence by my 
own word, but I feel it’s hard for me. 
S8    : Problem I think because my self 
Now I’m work and I still take a lesson on under semester 
because on my past I often absent so I should replace that 
lesson now. And sincerely I’ slow, not hurry. 
S9    : Yes. 
Writing trustworthiness. 
Because I still don’t have enough understanding about 
trustworthiness, how it was and what the purpose of that. And 
I’m not yet want to know about that, I’m writing and doing 
what I know first. 
S10  : Yes. 
In the background study. 
In writing background we should include theory from expert 
and our opinion about that. We can also use our previous 
study to write down the background. But if we use the opinion 
from the previous we should paraphrase that, I mean we 
should write them in other words or other sentence. Because 
we are forbidden to doing plagiarism. In the other hand, I 
have no enough knowledge about that, how to order new 
sentence from other sentence or opinion, how and when words 
are used. 
 
c. The Factor Affecting the Problem in Writing Thesis Proposal 
Faced by English Education Students of IAIN Surakarta in the 
Academic Year of 2013/2014. 
Based on the questionnaire, the factors affecting the students’ 
problems in writing thesis proposal explained as follows: 
1) Psychological Factor 
In psychological factor, 20 students considered that self-
esteem becomes the factor causing their problems and 23 others did 
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not. 26 students considered that inhibition becomes the factor 
causing their problems and 17 others did not. 27 students considered 
that risk taking becomes the factor causing their problems and 16 
others did not. 22 students considered anxiety becomes the factor 
causing their problems and 21 others did not. 22 students considered 
empathy becomes the factor causing their problems and 21 others 
did not. 20 students considered extroversion and introversion 
becomes the factor causing their problems and 23 others did not. 35 
students considered motivation becomes the factor causing their 
problems and whereas 8 others did not consider it. 
2) Sociocultural Factor 
In sociocultural factor, 32 students considered that social 
distance becomes the factor causing their problems and 11 others 
did not. 26 students considered the culture in the language 
classroom becomes the factor causing their problems and 17 others 
did not. 29 students considered the communicative competence 
becomes the factor causing their problems and 14 others did not. 
3) Linguistics Factor  
In linguistic factor, 32 students considered addition, 
omission, substitution and ordering becomes the factor causing their 
problems and 11 others did not. And 26 students considered level of 
language becomes the factor causing their problems and 17 others 
did not. 
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It was proven by students’ interview, the detail are below: 
Table 4.7 Students’ Interview 3 
Q
u
es
ti
o
n
  
Do you know the factor affecting your problem? 
S 1   : I confuse about my thesis, I mean I still study but I cannot 
make a good and correct sentence. So sometimes I become 
lazy to writing my thesis proposal. 
S 2   : I think because I’m not good enough in ordering sentence, 
that makes my difficult to arrange sentence, or maybe 
paraphrase from previous study. 
S3    : I think because I less of motivation, from under semester I 
often not join a lesson so I can get my value, and now I should 
fulfill that. 
S4    : Maybe because I not yet focused myself on thesis. I also 
working so sometimes I don’t write my thesis proposal 
because I work, and sometimes I also tired so after work so I 
take a rest.  
S5    : Maybe because I lazy and I not have enough knowledge in 
writing thesis. I cannot arrange a good sentence. Sometimes I 
think about that but I don’t know how to write in good 
sentence. I also afraid if I make mistakes in writing 
bibliography, so I not yet write that. 
S6    : I’m not really know how and when some words or utterances 
were used because I’m not usually use English in my class 
also my daily  
  
S7    : I think that because I cannot arrange good sentence and I also 
afraid doing mistake. I afraid that my sentence then be 
mistaken by my advisor. Because my knowledge about that 
still low. 
S8    : Now I’m work and I still take a lesson on under semester because 
on my past I often absent so I should replace that lesson now. And 
sincerely I’ slow, not hurry. 
S9    : I think because I have low motivation. 
S10  : My be because I have not enough knowledge about 
paraphrasing and sentence ordering, and honestly I slow in 
doing my thesis proposal because my friend are also not yet 
doing seminar proposal. 
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B. Discussion 
1. The Stages in Writing Thesis Proposal Experienced by English 
Education Students of IAIN Surakarta in the Academic Year of 
2013/2014 
In order to know the students’ stage in writing thesis proposal the 
researcher mix theory by Khuriyah (2016: 3) about the process of writing 
thesis and Khuriyah (2016: 7) about the thesis proposal structure. Then 
make them questionnaire that share to 43 students.  
Based on the questionnaire the researcher found that all participants 
(43 students) proposed the title with follow the rule. All participants took 
form of title proposing in the academic office and proposed the title and 
prepared (minimum) two titles to chief of department. In appointing 
advisor, all participants admitted that the chief of department appointing 
an advisor for them, consulted their title to the advisor and made 
application letter to the advisor which shows the title approved. Beside 
that, 12 people did not make a duty letter in the academic office and 
submit the letter to the advisor. As stated by Khuriyah (2016: 3) that 
process in writing thesis first is proposing the title and second is 
appointing an advisor.   
In writing thesis proposal, the elements that should be included 
were cover, approval sheet, table of content, introduction, theoretical 
review, research methodology and bibliography.  
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The research finding showed that the steps of writing thesis 
proposals: First is writing front division. All participants (43 students) 
made the cover in their thesis proposals. Then, 12 students made approval 
sheet in their thesis proposals and 20 students made table content. Second 
is writing introduction. All participants (43 students) included the 
background of the study, 31 students included identification of the 
problem, 43 students included the limitation of the problem, problem 
statement, and the objective of the study, 35 students included the benefit 
of the research and 32 students included key term. Third is writing 
theoretical review, all participants (43 students) included the theoretical 
review that consist of review on the theory and review on the previous 
related study in their thesis proposals. Fourth is writing research 
methodology. All participants included research resign, setting of the 
research, subject of the research, technique of collecting data and 
technique of analyzing data. And the trustworthiness, 30 students included 
it in their thesis proposal. And the last is bibliography, 22 students 
included it in their thesis proposal.  
The finding about the steps in writing thesis proposal is appropriate 
to the theory by Khuriyah (2016: 7), that systematically writing thesis 
proposal in detail were: first front division that minimum contains of 
cover, approval sheet, and table content. Second is Introduction that 
contains of Background of the research, identification of problem, 
limitation of the problem, Problem statement, Benefit of the research and 
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key term. Third is theoretical review that contains of Review on the 
Theory and Review on the Related Study. Fourth is research methodology 
that contains of Research design, Setting of the Research, Subject of the 
research, Technique of collecting data, Technique of analyzing data and 
Trustworthiness. And the last is bibliography. 
As stated by the students 1 “proposing title, then I was given an 
advisor. After that I start writing my thesis proposal. First is cover, second 
introduction, third theoretical review fourth research methodology and the 
last bibliography.” The students 8 said that the stages are consist of cover, 
table content and approval. The introduction, theoretical review, research 
methodology and bibliography. Those are appropriate with the theory by 
Khuriyah about the stage in writing thesis proposal.   
Besides the stage of writing thesis proposal experienced by the 
students, the steps that several students not experienced or not followed 
are: 
1) Make a duty letter in the academic office and submit the letter to the 
advisor, with the total number 12 students 
2) Writing approval sheet, with total number 31 students 
3) Writing table of content with total number 23 students 
4) Writing identification of the problem with the total number 12 
students 
5) Writing benefit of the research with the total number 8 students 
6) Writing key term with the total number 11 students 
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7) Writing trustworthiness with the total number 13 students 
8) Writing bibliography with the total number 21 students 
2. The Problems in Writing Thesis Proposal Faced by English Education 
Students of IAIN Surakarta in the Academic Year of 2013/2014 
The research finding showed that in writing the front division 8 
students faced problem in writing cover and 8 students in writing approval 
sheet and table of content. In writing introduction: 34 students faced the 
problem in writing background of the study, 25 students in writing 
identification of the problem, 21 students in writing limitation of the 
problem, 15 students in writing problem statement, 15 students in writing 
the objective of the study, 25 students in writing benefit of the research 
and 15 students in writing key term. In writing theoretical review 32 
students faced the problem in writing review on the theory and 21 students 
faced the problem in writing review on the previous related study. In 
writing research methodology, 7 students faced the problem in writing 
research design, 4 students in writing setting of the research, 9 students in 
writing subject of the research, 8 students in writing technique of 
collecting data, 9 students in writing technique of analyzing data, and 22 
students faced the problem in writing trustworthiness. In writing 
bibliography, 29 students faced that problem.  
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From the explanation above the researcher took the four major 
problems faced by the students in writing thesis proposal. They were: first 
background of the study, second review on the theory, third bibliography 
and the last is trustworthiness.  
Student 2 said “The hardest is writing background. Because in 
background I have to write theory and then make conclusion from theory 
by my word and it’s not easy. As answered by student 10 also “In the 
background study. In writing background we should include theory from 
expert and our opinion about that. We can also use our previous study to 
write down the background. But if we use the opinion from the previous we 
should paraphrase that, I mean we should write them in other words or 
other sentence. Because we are forbidden to doing plagiarism. In the other 
hand, I have no enough knowledge about that, how to order new sentence 
from other sentence or opinion, how and when words are used.” Khuriyah 
(2016) stated that background of the study consist the rational 
argumentation among ideality and reality relates with the title of thesis. 
Student 2 said “I have a problem in writing background in 
introduction, theory in chapter II. In introduction I should make sentence 
by my own word but I have low skill how and when word used, I also still 
do not have a spirit to search related theory.” Khuriyah (2016)  stated that 
review on the theory explains about the theories relate to the research 
variable, it consist of definition, assumption, etc. 
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Student 5 said “Writing review on theory and bibliography. 
………… Whereas in writing bibliography I still confuse, I mean I’m not 
really know how to ordering the bibliography. For example name, then 
year then the other also the punctuation I still confuse. Khuriyah (2016) 
stated that bibliography is a list of the written sources of information on a 
subject. Bibliography generally appears as a list at the end of a book or 
article. 
Students 9 said “Writing trustworthiness. Because I still don’t have 
enough understanding about trustworthiness, how it was and what the 
purpose of that…...” Khuriyah (2016) stated that trustworthiness explains 
about the validity and reliability of the data that will be used to research. 
3. The Factor Affecting the Problem in Writing Thesis Proposal Faced 
by English Education Students of IAIN Surakarta in the Academic 
Year of 2013/2014 
Brown (2007: 86) determined that three factors affecting problem 
in writing thesis; psychological factor, sociocultural factor and linguistic 
factor. The research finding showed that 3 factors affecting the students’ 
problems are: first is psychological factors, 20 students considered that 
self-esteem becomes the factor affecting their problem, 26 students 
considered that inhibition becomes the factor affecting their problem, 27 
students considered that risk taking becomes the factor affecting their 
problem, 22 students considered anxiety becomes the factor affecting their 
problem, 22 students considered empathy becomes the factor affecting 
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their problem, 20 students considered extroversion and introversion 
becomes the factor affecting their problem, And 35 students considered 
motivation becomes the factor affecting their problems. Brown (2007:153) 
believes that the psychological factor of students can be identified from the 
affective factors of the students. 
 Second is sociocultural factor, 25 students considered that social 
distance becomes the factor affecting their problems, 26 students 
considered the culture in the language classroom becomes the factor 
affecting their problems and 29 students considered the communicative 
competence becomes the factor affecting their problems. Brown (2007: 
189), claims that culture becomes strongly important in the learning of a 
second language. And the last is Linguistic factor, 32 students considered 
addition, omission, substitution and ordering becomes the factor affecting 
their problems and 26 students considered level of language becomes the 
factor affecting their problems.  
From the explanation above the researcher took the four major 
factors affecting the students’ problems in writing thesis proposal. They 
were; motivation (Psychological Factor), addition, omission, substitution 
and ordering (linguistic factor), communicative competence (sociocultural 
factor) and risk taking (psychological factor). 
In motivation the students have no or less motivation to finish their 
thesis/thesis proposal. As stated by student 1 “I confuse about my thesis, I 
mean I still study but I cannot make a good and correct sentence. So 
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sometimes I become lazy to writing my thesis proposal.” Motivation is the 
people choices in their life to get what experiences or goals they will. 
Brown (2007) believed that Intrinsic motivation intrinsically motivated 
activities are ones for which there is no apparent reward except the activity 
itself. On the other hand extrinsic motivation is fueled by the anticipation 
of a reward from the outside and beyond the self.  
In addition, omission, substitution and ordering the students have 
not enough understanding about addition, omission, substitution and 
ordering the sentence of thesis proposal. In communicative competence the 
students have no enough knowledge about how and when to use utterance 
appropriately. The students 6 said “I’m not really know how and when 
some words or utterances were used because I’m not usually use English 
in my class also my daily.” Dealing with the theory by Brown (2007) “….the 
communicative competence is term in linguistics which refer to language 
user’s grammatical knowledge of syntax, morphology, phonology, and the 
like as well as social knowledge about how and when to use utterances 
appropriately.” 
In risk taking, the students were afraid that they will do mistakes in 
writing their thesis proposal. Student 5 said “…I also afraid if I make 
mistakes in writing bibliography, so I not yet write that.” As stated by 
Brown (2007) “Risk taking is some decision to make an effort in finishing 
project. Everyone has different mental in making some decision….” 
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CHAPTER V 
CONCLUSION AND SUGGESTION 
 
A. Conclusion 
Dealing with processes and procedures in obtaining data of stages, 
problems, and factors affecting problems faced by students of English 
Education Department of FITK IAIN Surakarta academic year 2013/ 2014 in 
the process of writing a thesis proposal, the researcher took the conclusion as 
follows:  
1. The stages of writing thesis proposals were; first proposes the titles, 
second appointing advisor, third writing the front division that consist of 
cover, approval sheet and table of content. Fourth is writing introduction 
that consist of background of the study, identification of the problem, 
limitation of the problem, problem statement, the objective of the study, he 
benefit of the research and key term. Fifth is writing theoretical review that 
consists of review on the theory and review on the related study. Next is 
writing research methodology that consist of research resign, setting of the 
research, subject of the research, technique of collecting data, technique of 
analyzing data and trustworthiness. And the last is writing bibliography.  
2. The four major problems faced by the students in writing thesis proposal 
were; first background of the study, second review on the theory, third 
bibliography and the last is trustworthiness.  
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3. The four major factor that affecting the students’ problems in writing 
thesis proposal were; motivation (Psychological Factor), addition, 
omission, substitution and ordering (linguistic factor), communicative 
competence (sociocultural factor) and risk taking (psychological factor). 
B. Suggestion 
Based on the results of this research, suggestions were written in order 
to give improvisation and important inputs for students, teacher or instructor, 
and readers. 
1. Students 
It is suggested for the students to find the way of writing a thesis 
proposal in English correctly and improve the academic writing, 
particularly writing a thesis proposal in English. The students also should 
make or create a good relationship with the advisor so they can be brave 
to ask advisor if they face problems. And the last the students should 
built and motivate themselves to finish their thesis/thesis proposal as 
soon as possible. 
2. Lecturer or Advisor 
It is suggested for the lecturer or advisor regardless to the teaching 
of academic writing at university level to help students understand better 
the problems faced by the students in writing thesis and provide more 
meaningful feedback to the students and also provide students with better 
analytic tools to be use in writing a thesis proposal. 
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3. Readers 
It is suggested for the readers to find extensive knowledge, 
particularly on the problems and posible factors affecting the problems in 
writing a thesis proposal. 
4. For the future Researcher 
The future researcher can investigate the most effective way for 
students in writing thesis proposal so they can finish their thesis and 
graduated as soon as possible. The future researcher also can investigate 
the correlation between the students’ background toward their thesis 
proposals. 
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ACTIVE STUDENTS’ LIST 
English Active Students of IAIN Surakarta in the Academic Year of 
2013/2014 
No. Initial JK Thesis Status 
1 FAN P MUNAQOSYAH 
2 PYA P SEMINAR PROPOSAL / ON GOING MUNAQOSYAH 
3 NZM P MUNAQOSYAH 
4 NL P SEMINAR PROPOSAL / ON GOING MUNAQOSYAH 
5 SS P NOT YET PROPOSED TITLE 
6 YWS P SEMINAR PROPOSAL / ON GOING MUNAQOSYAH 
7 AS L SEMINAR PROPOSAL / ON GOING MUNAQOSYAH 
8 FK L SEMINAR PROPOSAL / ON GOING MUNAQOSYAH 
9 NRS P MUNAQOSYAH 
10 EDAP P SEMINAR PROPOSAL / ON GOING MUNAQOSYAH 
11 SH L SEMINAR PROPOSAL / ON GOING MUNAQOSYAH 
12 RSK P SEMINAR PROPOSAL / ON GOING MUNAQOSYAH 
13 KM L SEMINAR PROPOSAL / ON GOING MUNAQOSYAH 
14 ADS P MUNAQOSYAH 
15 WJW L SEMINAR PROPOSAL / ON GOING MUNAQOSYAH 
16 WWK P MUNAQOSYAH 
17 MKA L ON GOING SEMINAR PROPOSAL 
18 MSAA P ON GOING SEMINAR PROPOSAL 
19 AA P MUNAQOSYAH 
20 DAP L NOT YET PROPOSED TITLE 
21 AF P ON GOING SEMINAR PROPOSAL 
22 RW P NOT YET PROPOSED TITLE 
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No. Initial JK Thesis Status 
23 AD P ON GOING SEMINAR PROPOSAL 
24 SP P SEMINAR PROPOSAL / ON GOING MUNAQOSYAH 
25 TDKW P SEMINAR PROPOSAL / ON GOING MUNAQOSYAH 
26 ARY P SEMINAR PROPOSAL / ON GOING MUNAQOSYAH 
27 FAR P MUNAQOSYAH 
28 NLP P ON GOING SEMINAR PROPOSAL 
29 MFBE L SEMINAR PROPOSAL / ON GOING MUNAQOSYAH 
30 MAR P SEMINAR PROPOSAL / ON GOING MUNAQOSYAH 
31 AR P ON GOING SEMINAR PROPOSAL 
32 MAE P SEMINAR PROPOSAL / ON GOING MUNAQOSYAH 
33 ETR P MUNAQOSYAH 
34 LO P ON GOING SEMINAR PROPOSAL 
35 PDB P ON GOING SEMINAR PROPOSAL 
36 YQ P ON GOING SEMINAR PROPOSAL 
37 NA P ON GOING SEMINAR PROPOSAL 
38 ADW P SEMINAR PROPOSAL / ON GOING MUNAQOSYAH 
39 MI L ON GOING SEMINAR PROPOSAL 
40 EP P SEMINAR PROPOSAL / ON GOING MUNAQOSYAH 
41 APM P SEMINAR PROPOSAL / ON GOING MUNAQOSYAH 
42 RS P SEMINAR PROPOSAL / ON GOING MUNAQOSYAH 
43 OD L ON GOING SEMINAR PROPOSAL 
44 IF L ON GOING SEMINAR PROPOSAL 
45 AW L SEMINAR PROPOSAL / ON GOING MUNAQOSYAH 
46 KN P ON GOING SEMINAR PROPOSAL 
47 GAH L SEMINAR PROPOSAL / ON GOING MUNAQOSYAH 
48 NR L MUNAQOSYAH 
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No. Initial JK Thesis Status 
49 AUA P SEMINAR PROPOSAL / ON GOING MUNAQOSYAH 
50 MBN L SEMINAR PROPOSAL / ON GOING MUNAQOSYAH 
51 AB P SEMINAR PROPOSAL / ON GOING MUNAQOSYAH 
52 BS L ON GOING SEMINAR PROPOSAL 
53 NA P SEMINAR PROPOSAL / ON GOING MUNAQOSYAH 
54 SR L NOT YET PROPOSED TITLE 
55 OLA P SEMINAR PROPOSAL / ON GOING MUNAQOSYAH 
56 VSM P ON GOING SEMINAR PROPOSAL 
57 RHS L NOT YET PROPOSED TITLE 
58 SS P ON GOING SEMINAR PROPOSAL 
59 AR P SEMINAR PROPOSAL / ON GOING MUNAQOSYAH 
60 IKAQ L ON GOING SEMINAR PROPOSAL 
61 AS L SEMINAR PROPOSAL / ON GOING MUNAQOSYAH 
62 KZ P ON GOING SEMINAR PROPOSAL 
63 ATU P SEMINAR PROPOSAL / ON GOING MUNAQOSYAH 
64 HNR L ON GOING SEMINAR PROPOSAL 
65 RAP P ON GOING SEMINAR PROPOSAL 
66 GN L MUNAQOSYAH 
67 AD P SEMINAR PROPOSAL / ON GOING MUNAQOSYAH 
68 YN P ON GOING SEMINAR PROPOSAL 
69 FNI P SEMINAR PROPOSAL / ON GOING MUNAQOSYAH 
70 ARH L SEMINAR PROPOSAL / ON GOING MUNAQOSYAH 
71 MA P ON GOING SEMINAR PROPOSAL 
72 AR L MUNAQOSYAH 
73 AAW L ON GOING SEMINAR PROPOSAL 
74 ASK L ON GOING SEMINAR PROPOSAL 
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No. Initial JK Thesis Status 
75 AB P SEMINAR PROPOSAL / ON GOING MUNAQOSYAH 
76 AS L MUNAQOSYAH 
77 AC L ON GOING SEMINAR PROPOSAL 
78 AN P SEMINAR PROPOSAL / ON GOING MUNAQOSYAH 
79 FS L SEMINAR PROPOSAL / ON GOING MUNAQOSYAH 
80 RST L ON GOING SEMINAR PROPOSAL 
81 RAP P ON GOING SEMINAR PROPOSAL 
82 REA P SEMINAR PROPOSAL / ON GOING MUNAQOSYAH 
83 RAS P ON GOING SEMINAR PROPOSAL 
84 PAP P SEMINAR PROPOSAL / ON GOING MUNAQOSYAH 
85 PS L ON GOING SEMINAR PROPOSAL 
86 LSM P MUNAQOSYAH 
87 NA P ON GOING SEMINAR PROPOSAL 
88 NS P SEMINAR PROPOSAL / ON GOING MUNAQOSYAH 
89 NJ P ON GOING SEMINAR PROPOSAL 
90 PSANS L SEMINAR PROPOSAL / ON GOING MUNAQOSYAH 
91 WB L ON GOING SEMINAR PROPOSAL 
92 WMH P ON GOING SEMINAR PROPOSAL 
93 WNS P ON GOING SEMINAR PROPOSAL 
94 CZH P ON GOING SEMINAR PROPOSAL 
95 CZK P ON GOING SEMINAR PROPOSAL 
96 DS P SEMINAR PROPOSAL / ON GOING MUNAQOSYAH 
97 DD P SEMINAR PROPOSAL / ON GOING MUNAQOSYAH 
98 DKEPK P ON GOING SEMINAR PROPOSAL 
99 FSN P ON GOING SEMINAR PROPOSAL 
100 FPM P SEMINAR PROPOSAL / ON GOING MUNAQOSYAH 
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No. Initial JK Thesis Status 
101 FPR P SEMINAR PROPOSAL / ON GOING MUNAQOSYAH 
102 HNF P SEMINAR PROPOSAL / ON GOING MUNAQOSYAH 
103 ITW P SEMINAR PROPOSAL / ON GOING MUNAQOSYAH 
104 MIF L SEMINAR PROPOSAL / ON GOING MUNAQOSYAH 
105 MWU P SEMINAR PROPOSAL / ON GOING MUNAQOSYAH 
106 AR P SEMINAR PROPOSAL / ON GOING MUNAQOSYAH 
107 AM P SEMINAR PROPOSAL / ON GOING MUNAQOSYAH 
108 PEP P ON GOING SEMINAR PROPOSAL 
109 APN L SEMINAR PROPOSAL / ON GOING MUNAQOSYAH 
110 UNH P ON GOING SEMINAR PROPOSAL 
111 WW P ON GOING SEMINAR PROPOSAL 
112 RR L NOT YET PROPOSED TITLE 
113 SA L ON GOING SEMINAR PROPOSAL 
114 RIB L SEMINAR PROPOSAL / ON GOING MUNAQOSYAH 
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QUESTIONNAIRE 
A. Identitas 
Nama :  
No/Kelas :  
B. Kata Pengantar 
Teman-teman yang terkasih, 
Pada kesempatan ini saya meminta kerelaan dan kesediaan teman- 
teman untuk mengisi angket ini. Angket ini dibagi menjadi 3 bagian, dan 
dimaksudkan untuk mengetahui step mahasiswa bahasa Inggris dalam 
menulis proposal skripsi, masalahnya dan factor yang menyebabkan masalah 
tersebut. Saya sangat mengharapkan teman-teman mengisi angket ini dengan 
teliti, jujur, dan sesuai dengan diri dan teman-teman rasakan. Atas kesedian 
teman- teman saya mengucapkan terimakasih. 
THE OBSTACLES ON WRITING THESIS PROPOSAL FACED BY 
ENGLISH EDUCATION STUDENTS OF IAIN SURAKARTA IN  THE 
ACADEMIC YEAR OF 2013/2014 
PART 1 
No Question 
Answer 
Yes No 
1 
Proposing the Titles   
a. Take form of title propose in the academic office.   
b. Propose the title and prepare (minimum) two title 
to chief of department 
  
2 Appointing an Advisor   
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No Question 
Answer 
Yes No 
a. The chief of department appointing an advisor   
b. Students consult the title to the advisor   
c. Students make application letter to the advisor 
which shows the title approved 
  
d. Students make a duty letter in the academic office 
and submit the letter to the advisor 
  
3 
Writing Thesis Proposal   
a. Cover included in thesis proposal   
b. Approval sheet included in thesis proposal   
c. Table of content included in thesis proposal   
d. Introduction 
The elements of introduction were included in 
thesis proposal 
  
1) Background of the study   
2) Identification of problem   
3) Limitation of the problem   
4) Problem statement   
5) The objective of study   
6) Benefit of the research   
7) Key term   
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No Question 
Answer 
Yes No 
 
e. Theoretical review 
The elements of theoretical review were included in 
thesis proposal 
  
1) Review on the Theory   
2) Review on the Related Study   
f. Research Methodology 
The elements of research methodology were 
included in thesis proposal 
  
1) Research design   
2) Setting of the Research   
3) Subject of the research   
4) Technique of collecting data   
5) Technique of analyzing data   
6) Trustworthiness   
 g. Bibliography   
 
PART 2 
No Question 
Answer 
Yes No 
1 Writing Thesis Proposal   
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No Question 
Answer 
Yes No 
Do you have problem in writing: 
 a. Cover   
b. Approval sheet   
c. Table of Content   
d. Introduction   
1) Background of the study   
2) Identification of problem   
3) Limitation of the problem   
4) Problem statement   
5) The objective of study   
6) Benefit of the research   
7) Key term   
 e. Theoretical review   
1) Review on the Theory   
2) Review on the Previous Related Study    
f. Research Methodology   
1) Research design   
2) Setting of the Research   
3) Subject of the research   
4) Technique of collecting data   
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No Question 
Answer 
Yes No 
5) Technique of analyzing data   
6) Trustworthiness   
 g. Bibliography   
 
PART 3 
No Question 
Answer 
Yes No 
1 Psychological Factor   
a. Sefl Esteem 
I believe that I’m not to be capable, significant, 
successful and worthy in writing and finishing my 
thesis proposal  
  
b. Inhibition 
I pass many obstacles regarding to myself especially 
in thinking ideas to write my thesis proposal 
  
c. Risk Taking 
I’m afraid that I will do a mistakes in writing my 
thesis proposal 
  
d. Anxiety 
I feel uneasiness, frustration, self-doubt, 
apprehension or worry when began writing or revise 
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No Question 
Answer 
Yes No 
my thesis proposal 
e. Empathy 
I feel empathy after listening someone’s tragedy due 
to the writing of thesis proposal 
  
f. Extroversion and Introversion  
I cannot distinguish both extroversion and 
introversion 
  
g. Motivation  
I have no or less motivation to finish my thesis/thesis 
proposal 
  
2 Sociocultural Problem   
a. The social distance 
I feel that I have no a good relationship with my 
advisor 
  
b. The culture in the language classroom 
I rarely use English in my classroom 
  
c. The communicative competence 
I have no enough knowledge about how and when to 
use utterance appropriately 
  
3 Linguistic Problem   
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No Question 
Answer 
Yes No 
c. Addition, Omission, Substitution and Ordering 
I have not enough understanding about addition, 
omission, substitution and ordering the sentence of 
thesis proposal 
  
d. Levels of language 
I have not enough understanding about levels of 
language that consist of phonology, lexicon, 
grammar and discourse 
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INTERVIEW GUIDELINE 
 
Place  : IAIN SURAKARTA 
Interviewees : Students. 
Interviewer : Aulia Ulfa (the researcher) 
1. May I ask you about your thesis proposal? 
2. What are the procedure or step to make thesis proposal? 
3. What content, what should you included and write down in tour thesis 
proposal? 
4. In which step you are? 
5. Do you face any problem? 
6. What biggest problem you faced? 
7. Do you know the factor affecting your problem? 
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Students’ Interview Transcript 
Student 1 
Place  : IAIN Ska 
Interviewee : AF 
Interviewer : Aulia Ulfa A (the researcher) 
R stands for the researcher and S stands for the Students 
R   : May I ask you about your thesis proposal? 
S   : Yes 
R   : What are the procedure or step to make thesis proposal? 
S   : First I proposing title, then I was given an advisor. After that I start 
writing my thesis proposal. 
R   : What content, what should you included and write down in tour thesis 
proposal? 
S   : First is cover, second introduction, third theoretical review fourth research 
methodology and the last bibliography. 
R   : Don’t you include table content and approval sheet? 
S   : Now not yet, may be if my thesis proposal have already completed 
R   : In which step you are? 
S   : Writing chapter 1,2,3 
R   : Do you face any problem? 
S   : Of course 
R   : Can you mention your problem or may be your biggest problem? In which 
step? 
S   : I have a problem in writing background in introduction, theory in chapter 
II, maybe that. 
R   : Why does it happen? 
S   : In introduction I should make sentence by my own word but I have low 
skill how and when word used, I also still do not have a spirit to search 
related theory 
R   : Do you know the factor affecting your problem? 
S   : I confuse about my thesis, I mean I still study but I cannot make a good 
and correct sentence. So sometimes I become lazy to writing my thesis 
proposal 
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Students’ Interview Transcript 
Student 2 
Place  : IAIN Ska 
Interviewee : NL 
Interviewer : Aulia Ulfa A (the researcher) 
R stands for the researcher and S stands for the Students 
R   : May I ask you about your thesis proposal? 
S   : Yes  
R   : What are the procedure or step to make thesis proposal? 
S   : Proposing title, then given advisor then writing chapter 1-3 
R   : What content, what should you included and write down in tour thesis 
proposal? 
S   : Cover, table content, chapter 1 introduction, chapter 2 theoretical review, 
chapter 3 research method and bibliography 
R   : Now, in which step you are? 
S   : I’m writing chapter 3 
R   : Do you face any problem? 
S   : Yes 
R   : Can you mention in which step you faced your problem What biggest 
problem you faced? 
S   : The hardest is writing background. 
R   : Why does it happen? 
S   : Because in background I have to write theory and then make conclusion 
from theory by my word, and it’s not easy 
R   : Do you know the factor affecting your problem? 
S   : I think because I’m not good enough in ordering sentence, that makes my 
difficult to arrange sentence, or maybe paraphrase from previous study 
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Students’ Interview Transcript 
Student 3 
Place  : IAIN Ska 
Interviewee : PD 
Interviewer : Aulia Ulfa A (the researcher) 
R stands for the researcher and S stands for the Students 
R   : May I ask you about your thesis proposal? 
S   : Yes  
R   : What are the procedure or step to make thesis proposal? 
S   : Proposing title, then make proposal 
R   : What content, what should you included and write down in tour thesis 
proposal? 
S   : Cover, chapter 1, chapter 2, chapter 3 and reference  
R   : In which step you are? 
S   : Writing chapter 1 and 2 
R   : Do you face any problem? 
S   : Yes  
R   : What biggest problem you faced? 
S   : Review on theory and trustworthiness  
R   : Why does it happen? 
S   : I found many theory related to my thesis proposals, but I confuse which 
theory that should be use and not to be used in my theory. Whereas about 
trustworthiness I’m not really know about that because in previous 
semester I’m not pay attention on that lesson. 
And now I still take a lesson from under semester, and I’m not yet focused 
on my thesis and search the things that I’m not yet know 
R   : Do you know the factor affecting your problem? Why you still take a 
lesson when you in a step where you should finish your thesis? 
S   : I think because I less of motivation, from under semester I often not join a 
lesson so I can get my value, and now I should fulfill that. 
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Students’ Interview Transcript 
Student 4 
Place  : IAIN Ska 
Interviewee : OD 
Interviewer : Aulia Ulfa A (the researcher) 
R stands for the researcher and S stands for the Students 
R   : May I ask you about your thesis proposal? 
S   : Yes  
R   : What are the procedure or step to make thesis proposal? 
S   : First I propose title to head of English department, then she give me 
advisor after that I can doing my thesis proposal after my advisor accept 
my title. 
R   : What content, what should you included and write down in tour thesis 
proposal? 
S   : Cover, table content, chapter 1, chapter 2, chapter 3 and bibliography 
R   : In which step you are? 
S   : Writing all that, but I still revise, I not yet meet my advisor. 
R   : Do you face any problem? 
S   : Yes  
R   : What biggest problem you faced? 
S   : Writing background and review on theory 
R   : Why does it happen?  
S   : In writing background and review on theory I should use some theory that 
use as a background and to analyze my finding then, but I have not yet a 
time and spirit to doing that 
R   : Do you know the factor affecting your problem? 
S   : Maybe because I not yet focused myself on thesis. I also working so 
sometimes I don’t write my thesis proposal because I work, and 
sometimes I also tired so after work so I take a rest. 
R   : Do you think that’s because you less of motivation? 
S   : Yes I think like that 
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Students’ Interview Transcript 
Student 5 
Place  : IAIN Ska 
Interviewee : IF 
Interviewer : Aulia Ulfa A (the researcher) 
R stands for the researcher and S stands for the Students 
R   : May I ask you about your thesis proposal? 
S   : Yes 
R   : What are the procedure or step to make thesis proposal? 
S   : First I proposed title to head of department, then she gives me advisor, 
after that I consult my title after my advisor accepted my title I can began 
writing thesis proposal.  
R   : What content, what should you included and write down in tour thesis 
proposal? 
S   : As I know cover, table content, chapter 1 introduction, chapter 2 theory 
and chapter 3 research method 
R   : Don’t you include approval sheet and bibliography 
S   : Yes that is also, but I’m not yet write that 
R   : In which step you are? 
S   : Writing chapter 1,2,3. But still little  
R   : Do you face any problem? 
S   : Yes, many problems 
R   : What biggest problem you faced? 
S   : Writing review on theory and bibliography 
R   : Why does it happen? 
S   : In reviewing theory I should choose which theory appropriate with my 
thesis, which is not, I still confuse, because firstly I write all theories 
related to my thesis proposal, but mu advisor said I should choose the 
appropriate theory. Whereas in writing bibliography I still confuse, I mean 
I’m not really know how to ordering the bibliography. For example name, 
then year then the other also the punctuation I still confuse.  
R   : Do you know the factor affecting your problem? 
S   : Maybe because I lazy and I not have enough knowledge in writing thesis. 
I cannot arrange a good sentence. Sometimes I think about that but I don’t 
know how to write in good sentence. I also afraid if I make mistakes in 
writing bibliography, so I not yet write that. 
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Students’ Interview Transcript 
Student 6 
Place  : IAIN Ska 
Interviewee : KN 
Interviewer : Aulia Ulfa A (the researcher) 
R stands for the researcher and S stands for the Students 
R   : May I ask you about your thesis proposal? 
S   : Yes  
R   : What are the procedure or step to make thesis proposal? 
S   : Proposed title then writing thesis proposal 
R   : What content, what should you included and write down in tour thesis 
proposal? 
S   : Cover, chapter 1,2,3 and biblio 
R   : In which step you are? 
S   : Collecting theory  
R   : Do you face any problem? 
S   : Yes  
R   : What biggest problem you faced? 
S   : So far writing background  
R   : Why does it happen? 
S   : In writing background I should connect between theory by expert and my 
opinion about that theory. And I confuse how to arrange sentence  
R   : Do you know the factor affecting your problem? 
S   : I’m not really know how and when some words or utterances were used 
because I’m not usually use English in my class also my daily 
R   : So you mean you are low on communicative competence 
S   : Yes  
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Students’ Interview Transcript 
Student 7 
Place  : IAIN Ska 
Interviewee : BS 
Interviewer : Aulia Ulfa A (the researcher) 
R stands for the researcher and S stands for the Students 
R   : May I ask you about your thesis proposal? 
S   : Yes  
R   : What are the procedure or step to make thesis proposal? 
S   : Propose title, given advisor then writing proposal 
R   : What content, what should you included and write down in tour thesis 
proposal? 
S   : Cover , chapter 1,2,3 and reference 
R   : In which step you are? 
S   : Writing chapter 1 
R   : Do you face any problem? 
S   : Yes  
R   : What biggest problem you faced? 
S   : In writing background  
R   : Why does it happen?  
S   : In writing background I should write theory by expert regarding to my 
thesis proposal, then make a sentence by my own word, but I feel it’s hard 
for me 
R   : Do you know the factor affecting your problem? 
S   : I think that because I cannot arrange good sentence and I also afraid doing 
mistake. I afraid that my sentence then be mistaken by my advisor. 
Because my knowledge about that still low. 
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Students’ Interview Transcript 
Student 8 
Place  : IAIN Ska 
Interviewee : RS 
Interviewer : Aulia Ulfa A (the researcher) 
R stands for the researcher and S stands for the Students 
R   : May I ask you about your thesis proposal? 
S   : Yes  
R   : What are the procedure or step to make thesis proposal? 
S   : First I propose title to head of department after that she point advisor to 
me, then I came to advisor and consult about my title just to make sure I 
can continue or not. After that I can write thesis proposal. 
R   : What content, what should you included and write down in tour thesis 
proposal? 
S   : Based on book as I know front page that consist of cover, table content 
and approval. The introduction, theoretical review, research methodology 
and bibliography. 
R   : In which step you are? 
S   : I’m still writing little by little  
R   : Do you face any problem? 
S   : Problem I think because my self 
R   : What do you mean? 
S   : Now I’m work and I still take a lesson on under semester because on my 
past I often absent so I should replace that lesson now. And sincerely I’ 
slow, not hurry. 
R   : Did you think that you less of motivation? 
S   : May be yes. 
R   : Or maybe you have other factor like inability to arrange sentence? 
S   : I think not that sist, I just make it slow 
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Students’ Interview Transcript 
Student 9 
Place  : IAIN Ska 
Interviewee : VS 
Interviewer : Aulia Ulfa A (the researcher) 
R stands for the researcher and S stands for the Students 
R   : May I ask you about your thesis proposal? 
S   : Yes  
R   : What are the procedure or step to make thesis proposal? 
S   : Propose title, giving advisor then writing thesis proposal 
R   : What content, what should you included and write down in tour thesis 
proposal? 
S   : Cover, table content, chapter 1,2,3  
R   : In which step you are? 
S   : Writing chapter 3 
R   : Do you face any problem? 
S   : Yes  
R   : What biggest problem you faced? 
S   : Writing trustworthiness   
R   : Why does it happen? 
S   : Because I still don’t have enough understanding about trustworthiness, 
how it was and what the purpose of that. And I’m not yet want to know 
about that, I’m writing and doing what I know first 
R   : Do you know the factor affecting your problem? 
S   : I think because I have low motivation  
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Students’ Interview Transcript 
Student 10 
Place  : IAIN Ska 
Interviewee : YN 
Interviewer : Aulia Ulfa A (the researcher) 
R stands for the researcher and S stands for the Students 
R   : May I ask you about your thesis proposal? 
S   : Yes  
R   : What are the procedure or step to make thesis proposal? 
S   : Propose title, giving advisor then writing thesis proposal 
R   : What content, what should you included and write down in tour thesis 
proposal? 
S   : Cover, table content, chapter 1,2,3 and bibliography  
R   : In which step you are? 
S   : Writing chapter 1,2,3 
R   : Do you face any problem? 
S   : Yes  
R   : What biggest problem you faced? 
S   : In the background study  
R   : Why does it happen? 
S   : In writing background we should include theory from expert and our 
opinion about that. We can also use our previous study to write down the 
background. But if we use the opinion from the previous we should 
paraphrase that, I mean we should write them in other words or other 
sentence. Because we are forbidden to doing plagiarism. In the other hand, 
I have no enough knowledge about that, how to order new sentence from 
other sentence or opinion, how and when words are used. 
R   : Do you know the factor affecting your problem? 
S   : My be because I have not enough knowledge about paraphrasing and 
sentence ordering, and honestly I slow in doing my thesis proposal 
because my friend are also not yet doing seminar proposal.  
 
 
 
 
